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Abstract
This work examined the process and outcome of psychoanalysis by quantifying 
changes in patient mastery of relationship conflict using the Mastery Scale (Grenyer, 
1994) a content-coding measure of changes in interpersonal relationship conflict. 
Examination of 170 verbatim transcripts from the Penn Psychoanalytic Treatment 
Collection (Luborsky, Stuart, Friedman, Diguer, Seligman, Bucci, Pulver, Krause, 
Ermold, Davison, Woody, & Mergenthaler, 2001) showed the path of change for 17 
participants (11 women and 6 men) over an average of 4 years (2.5-5.5yrs) of 
psychoanalysis. Participants in the study were suffering from chronic relationship 
problems associated with pervasive patterns of psychological ill health for which they 
sought psychiatric help at outpatient treatment services. Results showed a moderate 
increase in mastery of relationship conflict in psychoanalysis. There was a large 
variation in participant improvement which mediated results for this patient group. 
Findings suggest more successful participants showed higher gains in emotional self­
control which appeared influential in working through repetitive relationship conflict. 
Mastery of interpersonal conflict was also shown to lead to and be related to 
significant changes in global mental health in the end phase of treatment. 
Investigation of participant paths of change showed 35% approximated continuous 
improvement, 24% showed higher gains in the initial phase of treatment, with 
continuing gains at a slower rate and 41% showed curved paths of change. Least 
successful participants showed deterioration in mastery components of self­
understanding and control, which appeared detrimental to relationship life, including 
the transference relationship. Improvement was more marked for participants with 
less severe features of personality disorder. New research showed no relationship 
between the amount of verbal material presented in therapy and treatment gains.
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Chapter 1 Background and Significance of the Current Study
Mastery of Interpersonal Relationship Conflict
This work studies changes in patterns of interpersonal relationship conflict over the 
course of psychoanalysis. The therapeutic significance of relationship conflict has been 
recognised since the inception of psychotherapy (Freud, 1926/1959). Patients are “much 
more likely to seek therapy with complaints about the quality of their relationships rather 
than with discrete symptoms” (Gabbard, 1990, p. 73). Symptomatic improvement, the 
outcome measure traditionally featured in dynamic case reports is “a necessary but not 
sufficient condition of dynamic psychotherapy improvement” (Mintz, 1981, p. 506). 
Symptomatic change must be assessed and evaluated against other empirical evidence 
(Fonagy, 2000). As Malan (1976) notes, symptomatic change during dynamic 
psychotherapy may occur without improvement in deeper levels of the personality. Post 
successful dynamic psychotherapy, patients experience a significant improvement in 
relationship functioning related to change at the structural level of the personality 
(Kantrowitz, Paolitto, Sashin & Solomon, 1987).
Many of the problems presented by patients seeking psychotherapeutic help are of a 
conflictual interpersonal nature (Alden, Wiggins and Pincus, 1990). Patients who seek 
therapy generally report feeling overwhelmed by interpersonal conflicts and frequently 
present conflictual relationship narratives so as to master relationship difficulties - 
(Luborsky, Barber & Diguer, 1992). Research shows that mastery, “the acquisition of 
emotional self-control and intellectual self-understanding in the context of interpersonal 
relationships” (Grenyer & Luborsky, 1996, p. 411) is one of the central factors in the 
decrease of repetitive maladaptive relationship conflicts, which become less pervasive 
over the course of therapy (Grenyer, 2002).
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The concept of mastery is found in the majority of contemporary psychotherapy 
approaches. Cognitive therapists promote mastery of interpersonal and social skill 
competencies (Trower, 1995). Psychotherapy typically promotes mastery over 
interpersonal problems (Liberman, 1978). Broadly speaking, the goal of many forms of 
therapy can be summarised as helping patients master their problems through redefining 
them, building strategies to deal with them, improving existing relationships and 
developing a new relationship to self and others (Weissman, 1995).
Mastery is one of the wide ranging relationship variables, probably responsible for 
many of the gains in psychotherapy (Lambert and Bergin, 1994). Grenyer (2002) 
specifies that a person “with a high level of mastery has a greater sense of adaptive 
control over emotional reactions when confronted with interpersonal relationship conflict 
and is more able to understand the origins and motives behind such conflicts” (Grenyer, 
2002, p. 4). Mastery appears as one of the key factors in psychotherapeutic change 
(Freud, 1920/1955; Liberman, 1978; Luborsky, Crits-Christoph, Mintz & Auerbach, 
1988). However, research on the process of mastering interpersonal problems in therapy 
has not ensued from this recognition (Alden et al., 1990; Grenyer, 2002).
Psychoanalysis has traditionally been utilised in the treatment of repetitive 
interpersonal relationship difficulties (Kemberg, 1996). However, evidence for its 
efficacy in the treatment of specific patient problems is tenuous (Fonagy, 2000). One 
reason is that improvement in relationship functioning, to self or others, has been difficult 
to clinically substantiate (Grenyer, 2002). In the Freudian tradition, psychodynamic 
research has focused on examination of individual case studies (Wallerstein, 1993). 
Improved research tools in dynamic therapy (Crits-Cristoph, 1992; Luborsky, 1984) have 
extended the benefits of rigorous investigative work on individual case-studies 
(Grunbaum, 1984) to the study of multiple cases using valid and reliable efficacy
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outcome measures (Luborsky, Docherty, Miller & Barber, 1993). What factors determine 
the shape of change in psychoanalysis (Howard, Krause, Saunders & Kopta, 1997)? The 
current study examines improvement in relationship functioning as a change agent in 
effective psychotherapy.
The need for valid outcome studies of verbatim therapy records has been repeatedly 
emphasised by investigators of outcome efficacy (Mergenthaler, 1985). Valid outcome 
measures are now applied to verbatim therapy records of psychoanalysis. The current 
study's application of the Mastery Scale (Grenyer, 1994) to verbatim transcripts of 
seventeen (17) analyses from the Pennsylvania (Penn) Psychoanalytic Treatment 
Collection (Luborsky, Stuart, Friedman, Diguer, Seligman, Bucci, Pulver, Krause, 
Ermold, Davison, Woody & Mergenthaler, 2001), places psychoanalysis under a research 
lens focused on the relationship functioning of the most and least improved participants in 
psychoanalysis, over the course of treatment. Luborsky et al., (1988) assert that mastery 
of relationship conflicts explains changes in the most and least improved patients in 
dynamic psychotherapy.
As outlined, the concept of mastery is applicable across the spectrum of 
psychotherapy and psychotherapeutic traditions. For the purpose of the current study, the 
term psychotherapy or therapy is used in the tradition of psychoanalysis, or long-term 
dynamic psychotherapy. It denotes therapy that is modelled on the “technical principles 
of formal psychoanalysis designated by a number of different names: expressive, 
dynamic, psychoanalytically oriented, insight oriented, exploratory, intensive and 
uncovering to name a few” (Gabbard, 1990, p. 71). The term mastery is drawn from the 
psychoanalytic concept of mastery of the repetition compulsion (Freud, 1914/1958).
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Research has established that psychotherapy is efficacious (Asay & Lambert, 1999). 
Eysenck (1952) asserted that individual psychotherapy had no better outcome than gained 
by spontaneous remission. McNeilly and Howard (1991) demonstrate that Eysenck’s 
own data shows that psychotherapy is effective in accelerating recovery. Smith and Glass 
(1977); Smith, Glass and Miller (1980); Bergin and Lambert (1978); Stiles, Shapiro and 
Elliott (1986) summary reviews all conclude that psychotherapy is effective compared to 
no treatment or placebo. Rosenthral (1991) and Lambert and Bergin (1994) found 
substantive evidence for efficacy. Meltzoff and Komreich (1970) estimated that eighty- 
percent of patients show mainly positive results, for group and individual therapy. 
Psychotherapy patients will be better off than eighty-percent of people with the same 
problems, who are not treated with psychotherapy (Smith et al., 1980). Results are lasting 
and dynamic changes are still present at five-year follow-up (Husby, 1985).
Although there is sufficient and accumulating evidence on the efficacy of 
psychotherapy, treatment provision faces several challenges (Howard, Moras, Brill, 
Martinovich & Lutz, 1996). Researchers and practitioners are still seeking to learn how 
psychotherapy can be made more effective for specific patient groups (Gabbard, 1990). 
The ability to predict outcome efficacy for particular patients continues as a challenge for 
the field (Fonagy, 2000). Further research into the interaction of curative factors in 
treatment is needed (Luborsky, et al., 1993). This investigation necessitates the use of 
valid and reliable outcome measures that include process factors involving the complexity 
of the human personality (Mintz, 1981). This study focuses on measuring change in 
relational functioning as representative of this complexity. From an object relations 
perspective, improvement in the quality of relationships is an outcome of effective 
psychotherapy (Kantrowitz, 1987). The application of a measurement scale sensitive to
Psychotherapy Outcome and Process Research
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changes in relationship functioning, to the sample of seventeen analyses, provides an 
opportunity to investigate how well this was achieved for this psychoanalytic treatment 
group. The current work contributes to the investigation of the functioning of the 
personality over a long-term time frame. The need for research into the efficacy of long­
term treatment has been highlighted in recent studies of brief to medium term dynamic 
therapy (Leichsenring, 2001).
Research into Mastery of Interpersonal Relationship Conflict
The study of psychotherapy outcomes has shown mastery (self-understanding and 
self-control) of transference patterns as a possible key change construct in therapy. The 
Mastery Scale (Grenyer, 2002) specifically targets aspects of intellectual and emotional 
insight and the dimension of structural change, often neglected in outcome measurement 
(Kernberg, 1984). In a study by Crits-Cristoph and Luborsky (1998), investigation into 
patient change in the development of self-understanding of transference patterns, an 
important aspect of mastery, showed no change between sessions, but overall level of 
self-understanding was related to outcome in some analyses (Crits-Cristoph & Luborsky, 
1998). Successful psychotherapy tends to increase the patient's ability to improve central 
relationship problems, including transference conflict, but change in insight is difficult to 
measure (Wallerstein, 1993). A significant number of psychoanalytic patients in the 
Menninger Project showed greater levels of structural change than change in levels of . 
insight (Wallerstein, 2000). Combined with positive efficacy studies of non-insight based 
therapies, the exact role of insight is still under investigation, particularly in regard to 
structural change (Crits-Cristoph, Barber, Miller & Bebe, 1993). A basic problem in the 
study of transference related insight is that changes may not necessarily be reported by 
the patient unless the therapist utilises specific insight probes over the phases of treatment 
(Grenyer, 2002). Emotional insight as distinct from intellectual insight has been reported
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as important in the research (Gelso, Charles, Hill, Mohr, Rochlen & Zack, 1999). 
Further research is needed into the composite and separate contributions of affective and 
intellectual insight (Crits-Cristoph, et al., 1993). The Mastery Scale, specifically, 
components of intellectual self-understanding and emotional self-control were designed to 
measure composite and separate contributions in these overlapping elements. 
Transferential type patterns of conflict can be found across all significant relationships 
(Fried, Crits-Cristoph, Luborsky, 1990), including the self (Grenyer, 2002). Analysis of 
mastery in the current study elucidates the separate and composite contributions of 
intellectual self-understanding and emotional self-control to relational functioning.
The Mastery Scale has been applied to three major samples of dynamic therapy 
outcomes. In a study of forty-one (41) patients from the Penn Psychotherapy Project, 
successful psychotherapy helped patients gain better mastery over maladaptive 
interpersonal patterns and general functioning was positively related to mastery. There 
was a reduction in distress and confusion in relationships over therapy, with a large 
increase in self-control (Grenyer & Luborsky, 1996): “Central relationship patterns 
remained relatively intact over psychotherapy but patients gained mastery over them” 
(Grenyer & Luborsky, 1996, p. 411). This finding suggests the ideal outcome is not the 
eradication of transferential conflicts, so much as a change in the patient’s relationship to 
them after the process of working through (Schlesinger and Robbins, 1975). This study 
showed recurrent transference themes were still evident on follow-up, nearly three years 
post-therapy. However, despite persistent conflicts, patients had changed their 
relationship to them (Schlesinger & Robbins, 1975).
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Short and medium term treatments of up to twenty weeks duration have become the 
most frequently used form of psychotherapy (Garfield, 1989; Koss & Butcher, 1986). 
There is significant research evidence supporting short and medium term therapy 
interventions derived from psychoanalysis (Fonagy, 2000). In general, research shows 
comparisons between brief and medium-term psychodynamic treatment and other forms 
of brief and medium-term therapy yield similar outcomes (Crits-Cristoph, 1992). 
Anderson and Lambert (1995) report that a meta-analysis of brief dynamic research 
projects yielded effect sizes comparable to alternative therapies. Results of more recent 
research projects are consistent with these findings. Woody, McLellan, Luborsky and 
O'Brien (1995) reported evidence of efficacy for brief dynamic treatment as an adjunct to 
drug therapy. Milrod, Busch, Cooper and Shapiro (1997) reported evidence supporting 
efficacy for brief psychodynamic treatment for panic disorder. Thompson, Gallagher and 
Breckenridge (1987) showed evidence for the effective use of brief dynamic therapy with 
depressed seniors.
Quiroga, Cryan and Fontago's (2003) comparative study of cognitive behavioural 
and psychodynamic treatment groups for eating disorder, showed a trend for patients from 
both groups to improve. Quiroga et al.'s examination of the phases of therapy showed 
that the cognitive behavioural group improved faster than the psychodynamic group, 
followed by greater difficulty in later phase treatment. However, on termination there 
were few between group differences, with both treatment types showing good efficacy 
(Quiroga et al., 2003).
Medium term psychodynamic psychotherapy has been shown to be an effective 
treatment of depression. In the Sheffield Psychotherapy Project, Shapiro, Rees, Barkham, 
Hardy, Reynolds and Startup (1995) found evidence of effective treatment of depression
Psychodynamic Treatment Outcome Research
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using psychodynamic psychotherapy over sixteen (16) sessions. Re-analysis of therapy 
tapes from the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) sponsored Treatment of 
Depression Collaborative Research Program (TDCRP) found that the more a brief therapy 
shared features in common with a psychodynamic approach, the more likely the treatment 
was to be effective (Ablon & Jones, 1999). Blatt, Quinlan, Pilkonis and Shea (1995) 
recommended long-term psychodynamic treatment for depressed, self-critical, introjective 
patients. Jones et al., (2002) assert that findings of the Menninger Project (Wallerstein, 
2000), Blatt and Ford's (1994) findings, and Blatt, Quinlan, Pilkonis and Sheas’ (1995) 
re-analysis of NIMH treatment outcomes, show that introjective, perfectionistic patients 
do well in psychoanalysis and psychoanalytically oriented psychotherapy, despite 
relatively poor treatment outcomes in short-term therapy.
Leichsenring (2001) found psychodynamic therapy for depression was as 
efficacious as cognitive behavioural treatment over sixteen to twenty (16-20) sessions 
(Leichsenring, 2001). Whilst Leichsenring (2001) found that effect sizes for 
Psychodynamic Therapy and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy were similar, he concluded 
that the treatment period of sixteen to twenty (16-20) sessions was insufficient for the 
effective and sustainable resolution of depression. Shea, Elkin, Imber, Sotsky, Watkins, 
Collins, Pilkonis, Beckham, Glass, Dolan, and Parloff (1992) found that TDCRP 
treatment gains were not maintained at follow-up, again suggesting that longer-term 
treatment may be required for patients to sustain treatment gains. Long term 
psychotherapy research has been outflanked by studies on short and medium-term 
therapy. A focus on shorter term studies has dominated “in part because of the enormous 
methodological complications uncovered by the long-term naturalistic studies” 
(Kemberg, 1988, p. xi). The challenge is to apply quantitative process and outcome 
research methods, which reflect both the complexity of what happens in the
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psychoanalytic hour and the rigorous demands of empirical research into long-term 
therapy (Bachrach, Galatzer-Levy, Skolnikoff & Waldron, 1991). Whilst there are some 
notable studies on the relationship between psychoanalytic process variables and outcome 
efficacy (Kantrowitz, Katz & Paolitto, 1990) this is an area in need of further work 
(Jones, Kachele, Krause, Clarkin, Perron, Fonagy, Gerber & Allison, 2002).
Psychoanalytic Outcome Research
There is accumulating research evidence of psychoanalytic efficacy, although 
outcome studies show mixed results. Lopez Moreno, Birman, Dorfman, Lemer, Koziol, 
Schalayeff & Roussos (2000) combined clinical and empirical methods to study 
indicators of change in the psychoanalytic process. In an ongoing study, results to date 
show sensitivity to patient change over the phases of therapy and utility for tracking 
features of patient development over the course of treatment. The Berkeley 
Psychotherapy Research Project studied process contributions to successful outcomes 
across a range of therapies in diverse treatment settings. As part of the Berkeley project, 
Jones and Pulos (1993) found that psychodynamic technique was significantly correlated 
with successful outcome in both psychodynamic and cognitive behavioural therapy. 
Randomised control trials (RCT) for the treatment of schizophrenia with long-term 
psychoanalysis, versus supportive psychotherapy (two or more sessions per week) 
showed some treatment specific outcomes (Stanton, Gunderson, Knapp, Vancelli, . 
Schnitzer & Rosenthal, 1984). However, participants who received psychoanalytic 
treatment fared no better than those receiving supportive psychotherapy (Stanton et al., 
1984).
In a more positive finding, Moran, Fonagy, Kurtz, Bolton and Brook (1991) studied 
the effects of intensive psychoanalytic treatment for children with brittle diabetes, who 
were unable to maintain a diabetic health regime. RCT's showed significant gains in
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diabetic control on termination and at one-year follow-up. The Stockholm study (Sandell, 
Blomberg, Lazar, Carlsson, Broberg & Rand, 2000) reported favourable results for 
psychoanalysis (moderate to very large effect size) compared to long-term dynamic 
therapy (small to moderate effect size). These findings support the positive results of 
earlier analytic research (Bachrach, 1993; Kantrowitz, 1993; Wallerstein, 2000). Sandell 
et al., (2000) highlighted the importance of long-term follow up in evaluating 
psychodynamic treatment. Over seven hundred and fifty (750) participants received four 
to five (4-5) sessions of psychoanalysis per week, or one to two (1-2) psychoanalytically 
oriented psychotherapy sessions. Both groups had similar clinical variables and similar 
outcomes on termination. However, improvement at three-year follow up was 
substantially better for the group that underwent psychoanalysis. This exploratory study 
involved testing and developing methodology concerning the measurement of the process 
of change in psychoanalysis. The AHMOS Project has similarly made headway toward 
this end (Szecsody, Varvin, Beenan, Stoker, Klockars & Amadei, 1999). These studies 
suggest that successful analytic outcomes are more sustainable than less intensive 
treatment outcomes.
Whilst evidence of psychoanalytic outcome efficacy for specific patient problems is 
tentative (Fonagy, 2000), research to date suggests that it is more likely to be successful 
with particular types of patients. Patients with Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) 
scores in the range above fifty (50) are more likely to benefit (Kantrowitz, 1987). In 
Wallerstein's (2000) retrospective report of the Menninger Project, twenty-seven percent 
(27%) had "heroic indications" and did not do well in treatment (Wallerstein, 2000). 
Despite poor treatment prospects, analysis has a history of working with severe chronic 
psychological conditions, albeit "heroic" given the likelihood of treatment failure (Glover, 
1954). One of the many clinical contributions made by the Menninger Project was its
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finding on the limitations of analysis with severely ill patients (Bachrach et al., 1991). 
Psychoanalysis appears more consistently therapeutic to patients with mild disorders and 
less consistently helpful for more severely disordered patient groups (Luborsky, et al., 
1988; Fonagy, 2000). There are exceptions to this trend. Psychoanalysis was shown to 
be therapeutic for pre-adolescents with severe emotional disturbance (three or more 
psychiatric diagnosis) who did well .in analysis, despite poor results in psychotherapy 
(Fonargy & Target, 1996). Long-term dynamic psychotherapy has been proven to be 
efficacious for Borderline Personality Disorder (Najavits & Gunderson, 1995).
Hoglend's (1993) study of medium term psychodynamic therapy recommended long 
term psychotherapy for the treatment of personality disorder. Meares, Stevenson & 
Comerford (1999) researched the effectiveness of psychoanalytically informed treatment 
for outpatients suffering from Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) and found it more 
effective than no treatment or wait list. However, studies on the treatment of BPD have 
stressed the need for further outcome studies (Bateman & Fonagy, 1999). The Mexico 
City study (Jones et al., 2002) of medium term dynamic psychotherapy for Borderline 
Personality Disorder suggests that this therapy yields significant results. However, 
replication and comparative studies are needed. The Kortenberg-Leuven study (Jones et 
al., 2002) of intensive psychoanalytically oriented treatment for personality disorders is 
expected to provide further results.
The Path of Change Over the Phases of Psychotherapy
The study of change has been the subject of repeated investigations in 
psychotherapy research. However, little is known regarding the path of change over the 
phases of psychotherapy. Howard, Kopta, Krause and Orlinskys’ (1986) research of 
psychotherapeutic effectiveness examined the effect of dose to response in treatment. 
Howard et al., (1986) purport that to produce incremental change in the desired response,
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the more sessions that a patient undertakes the better. This study showed that 
psychotherapy is effective, and that the larger the dose the greater the gains, particularly 
in the first six (6) months of treatment, when the rate of change is steepest. Longer 
treatment shows continuing improvement, with responsiveness continuing at a slower rate 
than in the first phase of therapy (Howard et al., 1986). Previous models have presented 
change as universally linear and stable across time. Howard et al.'s phase model is 
characterised by a progressive developmental approach to change (Howard et al., 1986).
Barkham, Stiles and Shapiro's study of change (1993) indicated a diversity of routes 
to improvement, suggesting multiple underlying change processes. Barkham et al., 
(1993) developed a systematic approach to describing the course of change in 
psychotherapy using the client’s initial psychological health-illness severity; the rate of 
change; problem instability (day to day fluctuation) and the change in the rate of change, 
or curvilinearity, shown by quadratic curves with one inflection, "U", or inverted "U". 
These parameters are characterised by the decay curve, which represents change in 
particular problems as a function of time "the degree to which a problem's intensity 
changed steadily across time is indexed by the slope of the decay curve" (Barkham et al., 
1993, p. 667). Barkham et al's (1993) work showed that non-cuvilinearity typified the 
curves of change over the phases of therapy. Seventy-two percent (71.8%) of the paths of 
change were not curved. "U" shaped curves of change occurred in the other twenty-eight 
percent (28.2 %) of the sample. Barkham et al.'s examination of change in the rate of 
change in paths showing curvilinearity showed that nineteen percent (18.8%) had a 
positive "U" shaped curve and ten percent (9.5%) had a negative or inverted "U" shaped 
curve. The meaning of this result remained unknown as the mean curve index of the 
twenty-eight percent (28%) curved paths of change did not significantly correlate with 
change on any other assessment instrument and had little relation to other variables
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(Barkham et al., 1993). However, curvilinearity has been utilised in a test of theoretically 
predicted treatment order effects (Stiles, Barkham, Shapiro & Firth-Cozens, 1992). This 
study featured large individual differences in the pattern of patient change, confirming 
“the clinical importance of responding to specific problems within the unique context of 
each individual client” (Barkham et al., 1993, p. 676).
An important study conducted by O’Connor, Edelstein, Berry & Weiss (1994) 
found curvilinearity in levels of insight over the course of therapy. Patients displayed 
high levels of insight at the beginning of therapy, which progressively decreased towards 
the middle phase of treatment and increased again at the end phase of therapy (O’Connor 
et al., 1994). However, this finding could be attributed to specific insight related probes 
in sessions at the beginning and end of therapy, but not in the middle phase of treatment.
The current work examines changes in emotional self-control and intellectual self­
understanding in the context of interpersonal relationships. Insight is considered to be the 
foundation of psychodynamic change (Crits-Christoph et al., 1993). However, despite the 
firmly held theoretical view that the greater the level of insight, the greater the success of 
psychotherapy, this tenet has not been supported in the research literature.
As reported, Crits-Christoph and Luborsky (1998) noted a change in the early levels 
of self-understanding as related to outcome, but change in levels of self-understanding 
overall was not significantly related to outcome. Recent research has questioned whether 
intellectual insight is sufficient for change, suggesting that emotional insight is also 
important (Gelso, Kivlighan, Wine, Jones & Friedman, 1997). In the current study 
emotional and intellectual insight are represented by intellectual self-understanding and 
emotional self-control, levels five and six on the Mastery Scale (Grenyer, 2002).
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Theoretical-Procedural Issues in Psychodynamic Research
The current study has been developed and is grounded in a lineage of 
psychodynamic research. However, research to date has been fraught by clinical and 
methodological limitations, with general problems of measurement, design, statistical 
power and control (Bachrach et al., 1991). Despite the growing number of 
psychodynamic research studies and the use of psychoanalytic principles in many diverse 
treatments, more outcome research is needed to isolate the curative factors of successful 
psychoanalysis (Fairbairn, 1958; Matte Blanco, 1975; Kohut, 1984).
The current study aims to advance psychoanalytic psychotherapy research through 
studying patient progress towards mastery for seventeen (17) long-term psychoanalysis 
patients from the Penn Psychoanalytic Treatment Collection. Patient progress in the 
development of mastery, intellectual self-understanding and emotional self-control is 
examined in light of the Howard et al., (1986), Barkham et al., (1993) and O’Connor et 
al., (1994) findings.
Research lessons from the long-term naturalistic studies (Wallerstein, 2000) have 
resulted in more rigorous standards in recent dynamic research projects (Crits-Cristoph, 
1992; Grenyer, 2002). Research standards adopted by the Penn Treatment study 
(Luborsky et al., 2001) included control for selection bias in sampling, use of experienced 
therapists and specification of treatment procedure. The present work utilised 
standardised outcome measures with proven validity and independent outcome 
assessment to evaluate treatment efficacy. The Penn Treatment Project was a collection 
of psychoanalytic treatments, rather than a comparative treatment study. Therefore, 
important research issues relevant to treatment of controls, random assignment to 
treatment groups and matched comparison groups were not addressed.
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Aims of the Current Study
The current study aims to quantify the process of mastering relationship conflict in 
psychoanalysis, exploring the tenet that repetitive, interpersonal relationship conflicts 
become less pervasive over the course of therapy. The objectives of the current work are 
outlined in the following five investigative questions:
1. To what degree and in what way does patient mastery of interpersonal relationship 
conflict change from beginning, to the middle and end phases of psychoanalysis?
2. Do changes in mastery relate to changes in the patients' global psychiatric severity 
status, such as ratings of changes of psychological health-sickness?
3. What is the path of change in mastery of relationship conflict? Is improvement 
consistent over the phases of therapy, or is there sharp immediate improvement, 
followed by continued progress at a slower rate until termination? What is the shape 
of change over the phases of treatment?
4. What is the ratio of relationship conflict material that can be measured (scoreable) to 
non-measureable material (unscoreable) in participant transcripts of psychoanalysis?
5. What is the significance of changes in mastery for specific patient problems such as 




The progress of seventeen participants (11 women and 6 men) from the 
Pennsylvania (Penn) Psychoanalytic Treatment Collection (Luborsky et al., 2001) was 
studied. Verbatim transcripts of psychoanalysis were available for early and late sessions 
for all participants. In addition, middle session transcripts were available for thirteen 
participants. Participants' ages ranged from twenty-two (22) to sixty-five (65) years. The 
demographic details for all participants are presented in Table 2.1.
Psychoanalytic Treatment
Treatment typically consisted of multiple sessions per week of individual time- 
unlimited psychoanalytic treatment. Therapy was conducted by seventeen (17) analysts, 
all of whom had a minimum of eight (8) years psychoanalytic experience. Treatment was 
conducted at the Analytic Research Institute of Pennsylvania Hospital and other 
psychoanalytic sites across the U.S. and Europe (Luborsky et al., 2001).
The average duration of treatment across the sample was four (4) years. Treatment 
duration was from two and a half (2.5) to five and a half (5.5) years. Participants were 
suffering from serious problems for which they sought intensive psychiatric help through 
outpatient treatment programs. Participant problems were characterised by features of 
repetitive personality patterns which impacted relationship functioning to varying degrees 
of severity from less to more severe. Group 1: participants (open white rows) were 
characterised by personality features that were less severe for relationship functioning. 
Group 2: participants (shaded grey rows) were characterised by personality features that 
were severely detrimental to relationship functioning. Early treatment Global Assessment 
of Functioning (GAF) scores ranged from fifty-three (52.5) to sixty-four (64.0). The 
names given to participants are pseudonyms.
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Table 2.1 Participants' Demographics: Age, Gender, Global Assessment of Functioning
and Features of Repeating Personality Patterns
Participants
In order of Mastery 
Scale Score 1-17





1. Artie 65 M Obs-Comp Features 52.5
2. Troy 22 M Obs-Comp Features 61.5
3. Quoit 31 F Dependence 59.5
4. Gerta 35 F Avoidance 56.0
5. Carla 38 F Avoidance 65.0
6. Karen 34 F Dependence 61.5
7. Kris 32 M Borderline Features 58.0
8. Tara 30 F Borderline Features 59.0
9. Quinn 29 F Dependence 56.5
10. Wyn 45 F Dependence 61.5
11. Amal 52 F Dependence 60.0
12. Sally 25 F Avoidance 60.5
13. Leah 28 F Borderline Features 54.0
14. Ken 32 M Obs-Comp Features 60.5
15. Sue 31 F Features of Paranoia 55.5
16. Victor 34 M Features o f Paranoia 54.0
17. Kim 33 M Anti-Social Features 57.5
□  Repetitive Personality Patterns with Severe Impact on Relationship Functioning
□  Repetitive Personality Patterns with Less Severe Impact on Relationship Functioning
GAF: Global Assessment of Functioning ratings from Early Treatment 
Participant names are pseudonyms so as to protect patient anonymity.
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Assessment o f Repeating Personality Patterns
Participants’ features of repeating personality patterns were tracked through the 
phases of analysis by two trained clinicians. Measures for assessing repeating personality 
patterns were not developed at the time of most participants’ recruitment to the Penn 
study. In lieu of a Structured Clinical Interview of DSM IV (SCID II: 4th Ed., DSM IV, 
American Psychiatric Association, 1994) the clinicians read the full set of psychoanalytic 
transcripts and extracted all relevant information pertaining to personality patterns in 
relationship functioning. The transcript material extracted by the clinicians was related to 
Kemberg’s (1996) levels of personality organisation and current symptom-descriptive 
features of personality disorder (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 
4th Ed., DSM IV, American Psychiatric Association, 1994). The overlay of these two 
theoretical approaches to personality functioning was performed to investigate severity of 
personality dysfunction, as a possible covariate of outcome, in the interpretation of major 
findings. All seventeen (17) participants met the criteria for personality disorder. As 
outlined, participants were characterised by features of repetitive personality patterns that 
were less severe, or severely detrimental to relationship functioning. As these criteria 
were not available at the time of patient recruitment in most cases and are applied in lieu 
of assessment at that time, results are framed in terms of personality features.
The clinicians (raters) initially worked independently to classify participants’ 
repeating personality features with a high degree of initial inter-rater agreement. Raters 
had the same classification on 15 of the 17 participants (88% initial agreement from 
independent assessment). The raters then worked collaboratively to resolve differing 
opinions about personality functioning for the remaining two participants. Kemberg's 
(1984) structural level of personality organisation was utilised to provide a dimensional 
approach in addition to a DSM IV symptom-descriptive approach. Kemberg (1996)
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differentiates personality organisation according to dimensions of neuroticism, borderline 
and psychotic personality disorganisation. Based on an object-relations understanding of 
personality structure, Kemberg's dimensional view considers the relative degree of 
infusion of mental aggression into behavioural life (Kemberg, 1992), identity diffusion, 
reliance on primitive defence mechanisms and accuracy of reality testing (Clarkin, 
Yeomans & Kemberg, 1999). Consistently impaired reality testing characterises the 
psychotic level of personality organisation (Kernberg, 1992). Patients with borderline 
personality organisation (BPO) show severe infusion of mental aggression into 
behavioural life (Clarkin et al., 1999). Table 2.2 shows two groupings of participants 
according to stmctural level of personality organisation and descriptions of personality 
features (DSMIV) found in repetitive personality patterns in relationship functioning.
Group 1 participants (N = 11) were characterised by low infusion of mental 
aggression into behavioural life, at the level of neurotic personality organisation. 
Participants most frequently showed dependent (DSM IV) personality features. In 
contrast, Group 2 (N = 6) was comprised of participants with high levels of infusion of 
mental aggression into behavioural life, with low levels of structural personality 
integration, located in the BPO range of personality organisation. Group 2 was 
characterised by identity diffusion, the operation of primitive defence mechanisms and 
intact reality testing. Participants most frequently showed Borderline features (DSM IV).
The above groups were derived by two clinical psychologists, but it is important to 
note that this method of exploring personality functioning has not been validated and 
caution is needed in interpreting data derived by this method. It was performed here to 
investigate the severity of personality dysfunction, as a possible covariate of outcome, in 
the interpretation of major findings. Table 2.2 shows the frequency of features of 
repeating personality patterns.
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Table 2.2 Frequency of Repeating Personality Patterns and Personality Diorder
Severity of Infusion of Mental and 






% of the Sample
Group 1
Neurotic Personality Organisation
Low Level Infusion of Mental and Behavioural 
Life with Aggression
N =  11
5 Dependent Features 29.5%
3 Avoidant Features 17.7%
3 Obs-Comp Features 17.7%
Group 2
Borderline Personality Organisation
High Level Infusion of Mental and Behavioural 
Life with Aggression
N = 6
3 Borderline Features 17.7%
2 Features of Paranoia
" " ■ ■ " ■ ■ ■ 
11.5%
1 Anti-Social Features 5.9%
Total 17 100%
Criteria for Inclusion
Inclusion criteria specified (i) the provision of fully completed treatments, 
(ii) Each case was recorded with the intention at the outset to include it as a research case, 
post treatment termination, (iii) Recordings of all sessions were available with the 
exception of middle treatment sessions for four participants, (iv) Uniform treatment 
outcome measures were applied to all cases and (v) qualitative and quantitative 
judgements of specified transcribed sessions were to be made by independent, clinically 
trained evaluators (Luborsky et al., 2001). Inclusion decisions were made prior to the 
commencement of treatment to ensure that both successful and unsuccessful treatments 
were included and that the collection consisted of a "representative range of treatment 
outcomes" (Luborsky et al., 2001 p. 221).
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Accuracy and Reliability of the Data
A methodological strength of the present study is that it utilised direct 
measurement, important for methodological reliability (Garfield & Bergin, 1994). The 
Penn Psychoanalytic Treatment Collection is one of a few databases in the world that 
present verbatim treatment records for direct measurement. The current study utilised and 
furthered the results of the Penn project, for seventeen (17) patients who commenced and 
completed analysis over a long-term time frame. The accuracy and reliability of the data 
set strengthened the current work in that data collection issues were well addressed. The 
Penn project gained full cooperation of therapists and clients (Luborsky et al., 2001). 
Cooperation and control are crucial for research accuracy (Garfield & Bergin, 1994). 
Utmost care was taken in handling the data to ensure respect for the patients' 
confidentiality. Confidentiality was also strictly protected in reporting results of the 
study.
To eliminate evaluators’ (also called raters or judges) expectancy, judges did not 
know the identity, or gender of psychoanalytic participants, they were blind to the 
outcome status of the therapy and were blind to the location of sessions in the sequence of 
therapy. This was achieved through a carefully constructed system of identification with 
serialised transcript allocation by the supervisor.
Inter-Rater Reliability
The current study had high inter-rater reliability. Intra-class correlation was used to 
determine the reliability between raters (judges). After clinical training in the Mastery 
Scale Judges A, B and C independently scored twelve RE’s, each having an average of 
seventy clauses. Judge A in relation to Judge B and C had an inter-rater reliability of 0.90 
and 0.87 respectively. Judge B in relation to Judge C had an inter-rater reliability of 0.89.
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The Use of Experienced Therapists
The therapists involved in the Penn Psychoanalytic Treatment study were 
experienced practitioners in psychoanalysis. All therapists had a minimum of eight (8) 
years psychoanalytic practice. The use of experienced psychoanalysts responds to 
criticisms of previous psychoanalytic research that relied heavily on the work of 
psychoanalysts in training (Bachrach et al., 1991).
Verbatim Transcription of Complete Tape-Recorded Sessions
The current study examined complete, tape recorded sessions in the form of 
transcripts. Transcription adhered to international recommendations regarding the 
standards for therapy process research (Mergenthaler & Stinson, 1992). As the primary 
source of data is contained in patient narratives, verbatim transcription enhances 
reliability (Garfield & Bergin, 1994). A lack of taped records has rendered important data 
from previous studies, such as the Menninger Project (Wallerstein, 2000), non-replicable 
(Bachrach etal., 1991).
Tapes provide the most accurate account of the therapeutic hour as they can be 
reviewed and transcribed post dynamic treatment (Miller, Luborsky, Barber & Docherty, 
1993) as a necessary part of treatment outcome research (Jones et al., 2002). The 
recording of the analytic hour is now possible with minimal adverse treatment effects 
(Thoma & Kachelle, 1987).
The initial sample contained twenty-six (26) patient analyses. However, nine (9) 
did not meet stringent criteria for completeness. The data used in the current study was 
thus compiled from verbatim transcripts of the seventeen (17) selected treatments which 
were “complete psychoanalytic treatments, with early and late assessments by 
independent judges” (Luborsky et al., 2001, p. 217).
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Fluctuations in Psychoanalytic Process and Outcomes
The current study sought to examine fluctuations in outcomes across treatment and 
it was therefore critical to gain an adequate sample of treatment sessions across the course 
of therapy. Examining the whole course of treatment was not practical due to time and 
cost constraints. To generalise process and outcome results Garfield and Bergin (1994) 
specify that researchers should sample “at least two sessions from the beginning, middle 
and end of treatment” (Garfield & Bergin, 1994, p. 98). To provide a representative 
sample, the present study examined approximately ten (10) psychotherapy sessions per 
patient from the Penn Treatment Collection. For the purpose of the current work, on 
average, four (4) therapy sessions early in treatment, two (2) in the middle phase, and four 
(4) in the end phase, prior to the approach of possible end phase termination effects 
(Luborsky, et al., 2001) were analysed.
Sample Size
In summary, the sample size of the current study was thus set by the Penn 
Treatment Study at seventeen (17). The composition of the data was made up of ten (10) 
verbatim psychoanalytic sessions for each of the seventeen (17) patients, totalling a study 
of 170 verbatim transcripts.
Clauses as the Unit of Behaviour Measured in the Episodic Relationship Data
Episodic relationship data can be found in ubiquitous interpersonal interactions, 
interspersed throughout the psychotherapy hour (Luborsky, Barber & Diguer, 1992). The 
present study examined narratives of relationship conflict interaction, nominally called 
relationship episodes (RE’s) from the treatment sessions across each patient’s early (17 
participants), middle (13 participants) and end phase sessions (17 participants). RE’s 
were broken into grammatical clauses to provide the assessment unit, using the rules 
specified in Grenyer (2002). Extracting the RE’s and categorising them into clauses
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provided a relatively reliable unit of measurement, compared to longer units such as 
thoughts or events. The data consisted of four hundred and thirty-seven (437) RE’s, an 
average of twenty-six (26) per participant. The data was scored three times. Judges A 
and B independently scored all RE’s. Judge C (BG) then also scored the data and 
resolved any content coding differences between Judges A and B, once inter-rater 
reliability estimates had been completed.
Experience and Qualities of the Judges iRatersl
Garfield and Bergin (1994) outline that the experience and quality of the judges 
(raters) assessing the data influences the validity of the data set. Bias must be considered 
when a judge or rater is required to make judgements that are not totally objective. To 
eliminate collaborative bias and protect reliability and validity, independent judges 
(raters) were used in both the current study (BB & JM) and the sample study (JS and SF), 
conducted by Luborsky et al., (2001). The criteria used to select judges were stringently 
and uniformly applied. Training of judges BB & JM in the current study was conducted 
over six-months, in two-hour, weekly sessions and two intensive weekend training 
workshops facilitated by the originator of the Mastery Scale method (BG). Judges BB & 
JMs’ total training time was ninety (90) hours.
Outcome Measures
The Mastery Scale
The Mastery Scale is a dynamic process research measurement of therapeutic 
progress that shows promise for capturing particular indices of psychodynamic change 
(Grenyer & Luborsky, 1996). Designed to evaluate dynamic therapy outcomes, the scale 
specifically measures changes in intellectual self-understanding (insight) and emotional 
self-control, in the context of transference-related patterns of interaction in therapy 
narratives (Luborsky, 2002). Levels five (5) and six (6) are concordant with central
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psychodynamic therapy processes involved in working through the repetition compulsion 
(Freud, 1914/1958). Level 5 measures intellectual self-understanding involved in 
working through maladaptive relationship patterns. Level 6 measures patient gains in 
self-control, as acting out or repetition behaviours decrease and new ways of relational 
responding emerge (Grenyer, 2002). The scale offers a classical coding strategy, with 
judgments based on observable behaviours and an application manual of precise 
guidelines for assigning category codes (Grenyer, 2002). In the current study, the 
Mastery Scale was applied to verbatim transcripts of analysis utilising its six levels and 
twenty-three categories, as outlined in Table 2.3 The Mastery Scale (Grenyer, 2002).
Table 2.3 The Mastery Scale
Level 1-Lack of Impulse Control Categories
1A Expressions of Being Emotionally Overwhelmed
IB References to Immediacy of Impulses
1C References to Blocking Defences
ID References to Ego Boundary Disorders
Level 2-Introjection and Projection of Negative Affects
2E Expressions of Suffering from Internal Negative States
2F Expressions Indicative of Negative Projections onto Others
2G Expressions Indicative of Negative Projections from Others
2H References to Interpersonal Withdrawal
21 Expressions of Helplessness
Level 3-Difficulties in Understanding and Control
3J Expressions of Cognitive Confusion
3K Expressions of Cognitive Ambivalence
3L References to Positive Struggle with Difficulties
Level 4-Interpersonal Awareness
4M References to Questioning the Reaction of Others
4N References to Considering the Other's Point of View
4 0 References to Questioning the Reaction of Self
4P Expressions of Self-Assertion
Level 5-Self-Understanding
5Q Expressions of Insight into Repeating Personality Patterns
5R Making Dynamic Links Between Past and Present
5S References to Interpersonal Union
5T Expressions of Insight into Interpersonal Relations
Level 6-Self-Control
6U Expressions of Emotional Self-Control
6V Expressions of New Changes in Emotional Responding
6W References to Self Analysis
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Judges (Raters) Application o f the Mastery Scale
Application of the Mastery Scale to the transcripts was undertaken at the University 
of Wollongong. Written narratives of spoken word relationship conflict told by the 
patient in psychoanalysis were analysed. Application of the Mastery Scale was conducted 
by three (3) independent judges. Judge A (rater, JM), Judge B (rater, BB) and Judge C 
(rater BG), the originator of the Mastery Scale.
Step 1: One of the three independent judges, Judge A (JM) analysed the 170 
transcripts to identify narratives of relationship conflict, nominally called relationship 
episodes (RE’s) and graded them according to three set inclusion criteria (Grenyer, 2002). 
Inclusion criteria were (1) the narrative contained the patient's wish regarding a desired 
relationship outcome with others (mother, father, husband, wife, lover, sibling, teacher, 
colleague, or friend) (2) the narrative contained a report of the response of the other to the 
wish and (3) the narrative contained the patient's reaction to the response (Barber, Crits- 
Christoph, & Luborsky, 1998). The RE’s were graded out of 5, according to the degree to 
which they met the above criteria. RE’s scoring above 2.5 out of 5 were extracted for 
study from each patient’s early sessions (17 participants), middle sessions (13) and end 
phase treatment sessions (17). Narratives of RE’s extracted from verbatim transcripts 
often show core conflicts that contain the transference template (Grenyer, 2002).
Step 2: The 2nd independent judge, Judge B (BB) was trained to "clause" the RE’s. 
“Clausing” involved breaking the narratives into grammatical clauses to provide the 
assessment unit for study, using the rules specified in Grenyer (2002). Extracting the 
RE’s from narratives of relationship conflict in the transcripts and categorising them into 
clauses provided a relatively reliable measurement unit, compared to longer units such as 
thoughts or events. The data consisted of 437 claused RE’s, an average of twenty-six (26) 
relationship episodes per participant.
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Step 3: In step 3, Judge A examined the “claused” RE’s and identified the clauses 
suitable for scoring, nominally called "scoreable clauses". "Scoreable clauses" are those 
grammatical units of the RE congruent with the Mastery Scale. Clauses congruent with 
one of the Scale’s six levels (1-6) and twenty-three (23) finer grain content-coded 
categories (A-W) were identified as scoreable clauses (Grenyer, 1994) to be assigned a 
Mastery Scale category. Non-scoreable clauses were those units that did not fall under 
the Scale’s categories and were therefore not suitable for scoring. Hence, transcripts were 
divided into scoreable and non-scoreable clauses for analysis using the Mastery Scale’s 
content-coding method (Grenyer, 1994).
Step 4: Scoreable clauses from the episodic relationship data were in total scored 
three times using the Mastery Scale. As outlined, Judges A and B independently scored 
all RE’s. Each judge assigned one of the content-coding categories from the Scale’s six 
levels (1-6) and 23 content categories (A-W). Scores ranged from 1A - 6W. For scores 
with less than one level of the scale difference between Judge A and B’s ratings, the 
higher score was utilised (Grenyer, 2002). Judges A and B on average each coded 
approximately 26,220 clauses from the 170 transcripts. Once inter-rater reliability 
estimates had been completed, Judge C (BG), the originator of the Mastery Scale, then 
rated the data a third time, particularly focusing on those scores with more than one level 
of the scale difference between Judge A and B’s scores.
Step 5: The researcher examined the differences between Judge A and B’s scores. 
As outlined, scores with less than one level difference were counted at the level of the 
higher score. Approximately three percent (3%) of judges’ A and B’s scores showed a 
difference of more than one Mastery Scale level. Judges A and B consensually agreed to 
adopt Judge C’s scores for this three percent (3%) of clauses. Judge C’s scores were 
utilised here because of this judge’s expertise in content-coding using the Mastery Scale.
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Validity and Reliability o f the Mastery Scale
Research has shown that the Mastery Scale measures the type of therapeutic change 
recognised by patients, practitioners and researchers (Grenyer, 2002). Patients with 
greater gains in mastery had larger gains in measures of general psychological health- 
sickness (Grenyer & Luborsky, 1996). Mastery as a central change process variable in 
dynamic therapy has been shown to be associated with broad ranging changes in global 
mental health (Grenyer, 2002). The Scale has been shown to have good validity and 
internal consistency. Reliability and validity have been shown in replication studies such 
as Dalbender, Erena, Reichenauer & Kachele, (2000).
The Mastery Scale Scoring Structure
The three phases of mastery development include two levels in each phase. Phase 
one, or low level mastery (levels one and two of the scale) is characterised by symptoms 
and defences that dominate the therapy process. Phase two, medium mastery (levels three 
and four) is characterised by the struggle to understand and control interpersonal 
responses. Patients question themselves and others to improve relationship functioning. 
In phase 3, high mastery (levels five and six) patients connect to disparate parts of their 
narratives, understand themselves more deeply, reduce conflict interactions and enjoy 
more rewarding relationships (Grenyer, 2002).
Other outcome measures used in the project were applied on commencement and 
termination of analysis (Luborsky et al., 2001). The measurement of mastery, in 
conjunction with the Psychological Health-Sickness Rating Scale (HSRS: Luborsky, 
1962; 1975), Success Satisfaction and Improvement Ratings (SSI: Rogers & Dymond, 
1954) and Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) Scale (Endicott, Speitzer, Fliess & 
Cohen, 1976) offers a reliable and valid means of quantifying changes in the process of 
working through core conflictual relationship problems.
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Psychological Health-Sickness
The Health-Sickness Rating Scale (Luborsky, 1962; 1975), one of the first scales 
developed to predict and measure outcome in psychotherapy is a clinician rated measure 
of mental health based on an interview with the patient. Luborsky, Docherty, Miller and 
Barber (1993) noted that the HSRS has been found to show significant outcome 
prediction for several different therapies. Psychological health-sickness can be 
considered as a continuum ranging from a high stable level of psychological health, to 
more severe psychological sickness. Luborsky et al., (1992) and Grenyer and Luborsky 
(1996) found that HSRS changes were significantly related to changes in mastery of 
interpersonal relationship conflict.
The HSRS consists of eight (8), one hundred (100) point scales, consisting of a 
global scale and seven (7) specific criterion scales. These include capacity for autonomy, 
severity of symptoms, subjective distress, effect on the environment and application of 
abilities, quality of interpersonal relationships and depth and breadth of interests. The 
global scale is most frequently used for research purposes (Luborsky, et al., 1988). HSRS 
has been shown to have good inter-rater reliability between judges.
The Penn project utilised the sum of the eight scales, as the sub-scale mean is more 
reliable than the single item global scale. This sum had internal consistency with 
Cronbach's alpha at .87 pre-therapy and .92 post therapy (Barber, Crits-Christoph, & 
Luborsky, 1998). The current work continues to investigate the interaction of HSRS with 
mastery, self-understanding and self-control in interpersonal relationship.
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Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF)
The rating of overall psychological functioning on a scale of 0-100 was first 
operationalised by Luborsky in the Health-Sickness Rating Scale (HSRS) (Luborsky, 
1962; 1975). Endicott, Speitzer, Fliess and Cohen (1976) revised the HSRS into a Global 
Assessment Scale (GAS), an instrument for measuring overall psychiatric disturbance.
There are many methods of psychological health-sickness measurement, with the 
most common measures being the HSRS, GAS and slightly amended GAS variant, the 
Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) (Endicott et al., 1976). GAS & GAF have been 
incorporated as Axis 5 in the DSM-III-R and DSMIV respectively (American Psychiatric 
Association, 1986, 1994).
Benefits of GAS & GAF have been utilised across a range of psychotherapy 
approaches (Luborsky, et al., 1988). GAS and GAF correlate highly with HSRS, and 
have been widely used in research evaluation of treatment outcomes. They have been 
found to have significant concurrent validity and have proved equally effective in 
predicting future patient impairment (Luborsky & Bachrach, 1974).
Success Satisfaction and Improvement Ratings (SSI)
The Penn psychoanalytic study included therapist ratings of patient Success, 
Satisfaction, Improvement (SSI, Luborsky, 1975). On termination, therapists rated 
participants using a composite of: Success (Rogers & Dymond, 1954), Satisfaction 
(Rogers & Dymond, 1954) and Improvement (Waskow & Parloff, 1975).
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Analysis
An average Mastery Scale score based on early, middle and end phases of 
psychoanalysis was calculated for thirteen (13) participants. An average score based on 
early and end scores was calculated for four (4) participants. The effect size was 
calculated with estimates of changes in overall mastery plotted to show variations for 
each phase of therapy. The relationship between Mastery Scale residual gain scores and 
outcome variables residual gain scores was calculated using Pearson Product-Moment 
correlations. Pearson correlations show the relationship between mastery change and 
changes in health-sickness.
The residual gain scores were used as an index of change, with residual gain scores 
representing the therapeutic gain after correcting for the initial level of the measure. 
Analysis of variance was used to examine the pattern of change across time. Outcomes 
for features of repeating personality patterns Groups 1 and 2 were examined.
Group 1 participants (N = 11) were characterised by low infusion of mental 
aggression into behavioural life in relationships, at the level of neurotic personality 
organisation. Participants most frequently showed dependent (DSM IV) personality 
features.
In contrast, Group 2 (N = 6) was comprised of participants with high levels of 
infusion of mental aggression into behavioural life in relationships, with low levels of 
structural personality integration, located in the BPO range of personality organisation. 
Group 2 transcripts were characterised by features of identity diffusion and the operation 
of primitive defence mechanisms, with intact reality testing. These participants most 
frequently showed Borderline personality features (DSM IV).
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C hapter 3 Results: Change in Participant M astery o f Relationship  
C onflict over the Phases o f Psychoanalysis
The treatment group in the current study was characterised by chronic and pervasive 
patterns of psychological ill health. Features impacting personality functioning included 
repetitive obsessive-compulsive, dependent, avoidant, paranoid and anti-social patterns. 
Table 3.1 shows change in mastery from early to end phase psychoanalysis, rated 1-17 in 
order of most to least successful outcomes, features of repeating personality patterns as 
outlined, composite ratings of Success Satisfaction and Improvement (SSI) pre and post 
analysis; change in Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) ratings pre and post therapy 
and change in ratings on the Health Sickness Rating Scale (HSRS), pre and post treatment 
(Luborsky et al., 2001).
Table 3.1 Change in Mastery of Relationship Conflict in Psychoanalysis
Participants 






















1. Artie Obs-Comp 2.47 4.03 + 1.56 6.6 10.0 7.0
2. Troy Obs-Comp 3.03 4.49 + 1.46 6.3 6.0 6.7
3. Quoit Dependence 2.84 3.97 + 1.13 6.5 10.5 10.5
4. Gerta Avoidance 2.98 3.98 +1.00 7.0 13.5 13.8
5. Carla Avoidance 3.09 3.82 +0.73 6.3 6.0 5.3
Dependence 3.21 3.79 +0.58 6.2 -0.5 -0.9
7. Kris Borderline 2.49 2.86 +0.37 3.5 -2.0 -3.5
8. Tara Borderline 3.45 3.76 +0.31 5.0 3.0 3.0
9. Quinn Dependence 3.46 3.76 +0.30 7.3 17.0 17.3
10. Wyn Dependence 3.37 3.64 +0.27 4.5 0.5 -2.0
11. Amal Dependent 3.24 3.46 +0.22 6.3 7.5 8.95
12. Sally Avoidance 3.63 3.82 +0.20 6.6 15.0 8.0
13. Leah Borderline 3.64 3.69 +0.05 5.2 5.0 4.9
14. Ken Obs-Comp 3.51 3.55 +0.04 6.0 5.0 2.7
15. Sue Paranoia 3.04 2.98 3.8 -1.5 0.8
16. Victor Paranoia 3.25 3.11 -0.14 4.3 4.0 3.5
17. Kim Antisocial 3.37 3.11 -0.26 6.0 0.5 1.8
Total 3.20 3.70 +0.50 6.10 6.00 5.20
Features of Repeating Personality Patterns (DSM IV)
SSI = composite ratings of Success Satisfaction & Improvement
GAF = Global Assessment of Functioning HSRS = Health Sickness Rating Scale.
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Research Question 1: To what degree and in what way does participant mastery 
change from the beginning to the middle and end phases of psychotherapy?
To investigate changes in mastery of relationship conflict for the seventeen (17) 
participants over the course of analysis, a paired t test between early and late mastery 
scores was calculated. Mean mastery scores for all participants in the beginning phase 
was 3.20 (SD 1.2) and this rose to 3.70 (SD 1.2) at the late phase of treatment. The 
change in mastery was statistically significant, t(16) = 3.44, p = .01 with a moderate 
(0.42) effect size. Compared to effect sizes of other psychotherapy outcome studies, the 
changes detected by the Mastery Scale are modest (Lambert & Bergin, 1994). The four 
most improved participants showed high levels of change in their mastery of interpersonal 
relationship conflict, with a large effect size. In contrast, the four least improved, showed 
a low effect size.
The least improved participants showed a marginal deterioration in their mastery of 
relationship conflict. These results are further examined in relation to findings from 
investigation of features of repetitive personality patterns. The percentage change in the 
composite of self-understanding (Mastery Scale, level 5) and self-control (level 6) over 
the course of analysis was 12.5%. The average change in the component of intellectual 
self-understanding was four percent (3.82%). The average change in emotional self­
control was eight percent (8.23%). The four most improved participants’ percentage 
changes in the composite of self-understanding and self-control were 33% (Artie), 52% 
(Troy), 25% (Quoit) & 19% (Gerta), respectively. In contrast, the four participants who 
least improved showed a deterioration of -14% (Kim), a gain of 1% (Victor), a 
deterioration of -1% (Sue), and a gain of 8% (Ken). Changes in self-understanding and 
self-control are shown in Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.1
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Table 3.2 Percentage Change in Patients' Self-Control and Self-Understanding




% Change in Self­
Understanding 
Early to End
% Change in Self­
Control 
Early to End





1. Artie Obs-Comp Features 14% 19% 33%
2. Troy Obs-Comp Features 21% 31% 52%
3. Quoit Dependence 17% 8% 25%
4. Gerta Avoidance 12% 7% 19%
5. Carla Avoidance 0 6% 6 %
6. Karen Dependence 7% 9% 1 6 %
7. Kris Borderline Features 8% 7% 15%
8. Tara Borderline Features -4% 13% 9%
9. Quinn Dependence 10% 5 15%
10. Wyn Dependence 4% 1% 5%
11. Amal Dependence 3% 9% 12%
12. Sally Avoidance -10% 21 11%
13. Leah Borderline Features -8% 3 -5%
14. Ken Obs-Comp Features 9% -1% 8 %
15. Sue Features of Paranoia 0 -1% - 1 %
16. Victor Features of Paranoia 0 1% 1 %
17. Kim Anti-Social Features -18% 4% -14% v
Mean Change 3.82% 8.23% 12.5%
□  Emotional Self Control More Improved Relative to Intellectual Self-Understanding 











Figure 3.1 Mastery Components of Self-Control and Self-Understanding Evident in 
Transcripts of Patients in Psychoanalysis
The percentage change in the composite of Mastery Scale components self­
control and self-understanding over the course of psychoanalysis was 12.5%. The 
average change in intellectual self-understanding was four percent (3.82%). The 
average change in emotional self-control, the affective aspect of insight was eight 
percent (8.23%). Ten participants, fifty-nine percent (59%) of the sample, showed 
greater gains in emotional self-control, the affective aspect of insight, compared to 
seven participants, forty-one percent (41%) of the sample, who showed greater gains in 
intellectual self-understanding.
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Research Question 2: Do changes in mastery relate to changes in the patients' 
global psychiatric severity status, such as HSRS and other outcome measures?
The relationship between Mastery Scale residual gain scores and outcome 
variable residual gain scores were calculated using Pearson correlations. Residual gain 
shows the difference between initial and end phase treatment gains, relative to other 
participants at the same initial level (Luborsky, 1977). The residual gain scores thus 
represent the improvement, or gain after correcting for the initial level of the measure 
and can be used as an index of change (Chronbach & Furby, 1970). Table 3.3 presents 
the correlations between (i) change of mastery and outcome variables during the phases 
of analysis where change is expressed as a residual gain score and (ii) mastery and 
outcome variables at the early and late phases of analysis. The significant Pearson 
Product-Moment correlations are presented in bold, and the level of significance in 
brackets. As SSI ratings are an index of change, SSI residual gain scores were not used.




GAF EARLY .001 (.10) .07 (.78) .07 (.78)
HSRS 7 EARLY -.06 (.83) .03 (92) .03 (91)
HSRS-G EARLY -.07 (.78) .12(66) .12(66)
GAF LATE .13 (.63) .64 *(.01) .64 *(.01)
HSRS 7. LATE .04 (.89) .50* (.04) .50* (.04)
HSRS-G LATE -.03 (.92) .53* (03) .53* (03)
GAF CHANGE .12 (.65) .57* (.02) .57* (.02)
HSRS-7 CHANGE .08 (.75) .52 *(.03) .52 *(.03)
HSRS-G CHANGE .04 (89) .56 *(.02) .56 *(.02)
SSI CHANGE -.019 (.70) .74* (.001) .74* (.001)
Change scores are expressed as resic ual gain scores, n = 17.
These results suggest that changes in mastery were reflected in the other outcome
measures. Early and middle session Mastery Scale scores did not correlate significantly
with any other outcome measure variable. The late Mastery Scale scores significantly
correlate with: the late session GAF scores (GAF LATE); the late session HSRS-Global
scores (HSRS-G LATE) and the late session HSRS-7 scores (HSRS-7 LATE).
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Research Question 3: What is the path of change in mastery of interpersonal 
relationship conflict over the phases of psychoanalysis? Is progress consistent 
over the phases of therapy, or is there sharp immediate improvement, followed 
by steadily increasing change until termination? What is the shape of change 
over the phases of treatment?
The path of change was assessed over three treatment phases for thirteen (13) 
participants for whom early, middle and end phase transcripts were available, providing 
early, middle and end outcome scores. Four (4) participants for whom middle phase 
transcripts were not available were assessed over two (2) phases of treatment, providing 
early and end outcome scores. Conclusions about the path of change are thus limited 
by the low number of change evaluation points in these cases.
Six (6) participants, thirty-five percent (35%) of the study, including the three 
who most improved on the Mastery Scale, showed relatively consistent improvement 
throughout the phases of therapy. These patterns of progress approximated linear paths 
of change. Figures 3.2: Artie; 3.3: Troy; 3.4: Quoit; 3.5: Amal; and 3.6: Carla, show 
the path of improvement for participants with relatively consistent change over early, 
middle and end phase sessions of psychoanalysis. Figure 3.7 shows Wynn.
Another four participants (4), twenty-four percent (24%) of the study, showed 
paths of change similar to the Howard et al., (1986) finding of sharp improvement in 
the early phase of treatment, followed by continuing improvement at a slower rate until 
termination (as shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11). Seven (7) participants, 41% 
of the sample, showed curvilinearity, with either a peak of improvement in the mid­
phase, followed by deterioration (inverted “A”) or deterioration then improvement (“U” 
curves). These are shown in Figures 3.12 - 3.19. Figures 3.2 & 3.3 show the two most 
improved participants' paths of change, Artie and Troy. In addition to Arty and Troy,
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Quoit, Amal and Carla, figures 3.4-3.6, show paths of consistent progress over the 











Figures 3.8: Kris, 3.9: Gerta, 3.10: Karen and 3.11: Tara, show the paths of 
change in accord with the Howard et al., (1986) results of sharp improvement in the 
early phase, followed by a plateau of ongoing improvement. For these patients, initially 
severe problems tended to improve more rapidly in the beginning phase of treatment, 
























Figure 3.10 Karen Figure 3.11 Tara
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As shown in Figures 3.2 - 3.11, Barkham, Styles and Shapiro's (1993) hypothesis 
that the path of change is typified by non-curvilinearity was shown by ten (10) 
participants, fifty-nine percent (59%) of the current sample. Of these, six (6) 
participants, (35%) approximated linearity, with consistent progress over the phases of 
treatment and four (23%) showed sharp improvement, followed by steady change 
(Howard et al., 1986). The distinctive pattern of change in insight, the "U" shaped 
curve found by O'Connor et al. (1994) was shown by seven (7) participants, forty-one 
percent (41%) of the sample. These shapes of change are depicted in Figures 3.12 - 
3.18. Figure 3.12: Sally and Figure 3.13: Leah, show two clearly delineated positive 
"U" shaped paths of progress. Figure 3.14 shows Quinn, the first of four (4) inverted 
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The four least improved participants' paths of change are shown in Figures 3.15, 
3.16, 3.17 and 3.18. Figure 3.15: Ken showed a flat, negligible "U" shaped path. 
Figure 3.16: Sue, Figure 3.17: Victor and Figure 3.18: Kim, show inverted "A" shaped 
treatment progress curves. For these patients, the rate of change was positive in the 
beginning to the middle phase of treatment, followed by diminishing improvement and 



















Research Question 4: What is the ratio of scoreable relationship conflict 
material to unscoreable material over the course of therapy?
Table 3.4 shows the percentage change in scoreable clauses for all narratives of 
relationship conflict (relationship episodes or RE’s) in psychoanalytic transcripts. 
Table 3.5 shows the percentage change in scoreable clauses from relationship conflict 
narratives in the early to the end phase of psychoanalysis








No. of Scoreable 
Clauses 
End Phase
% o s hie 
Clauses 
Early to End
1. Artie Obs-Comp Features 342 108 32%
2. Troy Obs-Comp Features 275 130 47%
Hioit Dependent Features 497 263 '•  53% :
4. Gerta Avoidant Features 845 356 42%
5. Carla Avoidant Features 1442 523 36%
6. Karen Dependent Features 1007 313 31%
7. Kris Borderline Features 1132 451 40%
8. Tara Borderline Features 1955 609 31%
luinn Dependent Features 959 350 37%.
10. Wyn Dependent Features 1912 873 46%
11. Amal Dependent Features 103 496 48%
12. Sally Avoidant Features 1507 588 39%
13. Leah Borderline Features 2488 847 34%
14. Ken Obs-Comp Features 1026 449 : 44% ;
15. Sue Features of Paranoia 294 134 46%
16. Victor Features of Paranoia 440 188 43%
17. Kim Anti-Social Features 796 264 34%
Mean Average 37% 44% 40%
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% CHANGE Scoreable 
Clauses
Early to End Phases
1. Artie Obs-Comp Features 33% 29% -4%
2. Troy Obs-Comp Features 51% 43% -8%
3. Quoit Dependent Features 47% 59% + 12%
4. Gerta Avoidant Features 41% 52% +11%
5. Carla Avoidant Features 34% 42% +8%
6. Karen Dependent Features 29% 31% +2%
7 Kris Borderline Features 42% 27% -15%
8. Tara Borderline Features 28% 36% +8%
9. Quinn Dependent Features 28% 50% +22%
10. Wyn Dependent Features 39% 54% +15%
11. Amalie Dependent Features 41% 54% +13%
12. Sally Avoidant Features 25% 56% +31%
13. Leah Borderline Features 39% 28% -11%
14. Ken Obs-Comp Features 48% 38% -10%
15. Sue Features of 
Paranoia
40% 60% +20%






Mean Average 37% 46% : 8%
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Scoreable clauses from transcripts of patients in psychoanalysis ranged from 31% 
to 53% of all patient clauses. Investigation of the scoreable to non-scoreable ratio 
measure did not correlate with participants' mastery at any phase of analysis and did not 
correlate with any other outcome variable. Correlations are presented in Table 3.6
Table 3.6 Scoreable Clause Ratio Measure Relationship to Outcome Variables
OUTOME VARIABLES
Scoreable to Non-Scoreable Ratio Measure
EARLY LATE
MASTERY EARLY -.37 (.144) .16 (.54)
GAF EARLY -.16 (.55) -.05 (.86)
HSRS 7 EARLY .02 (.93) .08 (75)
MASTERY LATE .11 (.66) .002 (.99)
GAF LATE .07 (.80) .33 (.20)
HSRS 7. LATE -.01 (.98) .42 (.10)
MASTERY CHANGE .12 (.66) 00 (.99)
GAF CHANGE -.17 (.51) .34 (.18)
HSRS-7 CHANGE -.03 (.92) .38 (.13)
HSRS-G CHANGE -.05 (86) .33 (.20)
SSI -.16 (.55) .23 (.37)
These correlations suggest that the relative number of scoreable clauses was 
unrelated to how well the patient progressed in psychoanalysis. For example, the most 
successful participants in the sample, Artie and Troy's ratio measure is unrelated to how 
well these patients progressed in treatment: the relative number of scoreable clauses for 
these two most improved participants was unrelated to their Mastery Scale scores.
Investigation of the average ratio of scoreable to unscoreable clauses showed that 
therapeutic change was not a function of the amount of verbal material presented by the 
patient. Artie, whose Mastery Scale score was the most improved relative to other
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participants, had a decrease in the scoreable clause ratio of four percent (4%) from the 
beginning to the end phase of analysis. Troy's scoreable clause ratio also decreased 
(eight percent, 8%) from the beginning to the end phases of analysis, although his 
Mastery Scale scores were the second most improved relative to Artie and other 
participants.
This is in contrast to Quinn, Amai and Victor. Quinn, the ninth most improved 
participant's scoreable clause ratio increased by twenty-two percent (22%), from 
twenty-eight percent (28%) in the beginning and middle phases of treatment to fifty 
percent (50%) in the end phase of analysis. Amai, the eleventh most improved 
participant's scoreable clause ratio increased by thirteen percent from forty-one percent 
(41%) in the beginning phase of treatment to fifty-four percent (54%) in the end phase 
of analysis. Victor, the second least improved patient relative to other participants, 
increased his scoreable clause ratio by twenty-six percent (26%), from thirty-three 
percent (33%) in the beginning phase to fifty-six percent (56%) in the end phase of 
analysis, after a decrease between the beginning and middle phase of six percent (6%). 
These findings indicate that therapeutic progress was not a function of how much 
verbal material was presented in therapy.
Research Question 5: What is the significance of changes in mastery for specific 
patient problems such as personality disorder?
As outlined, a combination of Kemberg's (1984) structural approach to 
personality organisation and descriptions of symptoms listed in DSM IV were utilised 
to assess personality functioning. Two groupings emerged. Group 1 participants (N = 
11) were characterised by low infusion of mental aggression into behavioural life in 
relationships, at the level of neurotic personality organisation. Participants most 
frequently showed dependent (DSM IV) personality features.
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In contrast, Group 2 (N = 6) was comprised of participants with high levels of 
infusion of mental aggression into behavioural life in relationships, with low levels of 
structural personality integration, located in the BPO range of personality organisation. 
Group 2 transcripts were characterised by features of identity diffusion and the 
operation of primitive defence mechanisms, with intact reality testing. These 
participants most frequently showed borderline personality features (DSMIV).
There were significant differences between end phase residual gain Mastery Scale 
scores and personality disorder Groups 1 and 2. Two thirds of patients with more 
severe features of repeating personality patterns had lower Mastery Scale scores at the 
end of analysis, compared to patients with less severe features. Beginning and middle 
phase residual gain Mastery Scale scores were non-significant in relation to both groups 
1 & 2.
Differences between end phase residual gain Mastery Scale scores and 
personality Groups 1 and 2 were as follows:
The mean Mastery Scale score for Group 1 (N = 11), comprised of participants 
with less severe features was 3.85. The mean Mastery Scale score for Group 2 (N = 6) 
comprised of participants with more severe features was 3.25. Analysis of variance 
comparing end mastery scores was significant F = 13.91 (df=15), p = 0.002.
This finding suggests that mastery of relationship conflict was influenced by the 
type and severity of patients’ features of repeating personality patterns.
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Chapter 4 Illustration of Changes in Mastery of Improved and
Unimproved Participants
Illustrating the typical changes in mastery of the most improved patients from the 
early or beginning phase, through to the late or end phase of psychoanalysis, Figures 
4.1, 4.2, 4.3 & 4.4 show the four most improved participants’ frequency distribution of 
Mastery Scale scores over the course of treatment.
Mastery Scale categories are expressed as a percentage of narratives told in 
analysis. In figures 4.1-4.4 early phase Mastery Scale scores are shown as lightly 
shaded, open bars, middle phase scores are shown as completely open bars and the end 
phase of treatment is depicted by closed bars.
The four most improved participants were:
1. Artie, whose Success, Satisfaction, & Improvement (SSI) rating ranked fourth and 
whose early Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) score (52.5) was the lowest 
in the sample of seventeen patients, but on Mastery Scale scores ranked as the most 
improved participant.
2. Troy was eighth on SSI ratings. Troy's Mastery Scale scores were second most 
improved. Early GAF scores were in the high average range.
3. Quoit was fifth on SSI ratings. Mastery Scale scores were the third most improved 
of the sample. Quoit’s early GAF scores were in the average range.
4. Gerta was second on SSI ratings. Early GAF scores were in the low average range. 
Gerta’s Mastery Scale scores were the fourth most improved.
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Participant 1, Artie
The most improved participant in the sample was Artie, a sixty-five year old man, 
who presented with chronic relationship difficulties with his wife, children and business 
associates. Artie's relative frequency distribution of Mastery Scale scores, across 23 
categories of the scale 1A-6W, from early to end phase psychoanalysis is presented in 
Figure 4.1
Figure 4.1 Artie's Relative Frequency Distribution of Mastery Scale Categories
In the early, beginning phase of analysis, Artie presented with primitive fears 
about cleanliness in sexual relating. He suffered over his relationships with others (2E) 
and attributed his difficulties to childhood. Artie’s early therapy narratives expressed 
helplessness (21) in childhood experiences with his mother, whom he described as 
humiliating and punishing (2G). In his current relationship life, Artie expressed 
helplessness (21) about recurrent feelings of inadequacy with family and work 
associates, described as "slipping into a m eek dem eanour". Artie's fears of inadequacy 
were juxtaposed against a withholding, persecutory pattern of relating to significant 
others.
In the beginning phase of therapy, Artie outlined difficulties showing features of 
Obsessive Compulsive Personality Disorder, with possible co-morbid Obsessive
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Compulsive Disorder. Difficulties included irrational fears that he would kill his 
children, or his wife. Artie's therapy narratives included aggressive negative appraisals 
of those for whom he felt tenderness. For example, his son and the analyst, both of 
whom Artie at times postulated "could b e  the devil"  (2F). Negative projections onto his 
wife were characterised by intimacy problems due to primitive concerns about her 
cleanliness (2F). References to perceived negative judgements by others (2G) appeared 
twice as often as all other experiences in the early phase narratives. This pattern 
changed as Artie came to terms with his projections, culminating in the resolution of a 
conflict with his analyst about paintings in the hallway, which Artie had found sexually 
affronting.
Artie's mastery scores steadily improved over the phases of analysis. Level six 
mastery components of self-control characterise Artie’s scoring pattern by the end of 
treatment. In the end phase, Artie analysed his problems (6W) and confidently 
explored a new pattern of emotional response in relationship (6V). He linked his 
progress in developing confidence about his professional life (6U) with his increased 
sense of sexual freedom (6V & 6W). He mastered his fears and enjoyed an intimate, 
sexual relationship with his wife, reporting that he was able to be together with her "as 
n e v e r  befo re"  (5S).
These gains appeared to be facilitated by improved self-understanding and 
emotional self-control, which increased by thirty-three percent 33%. This consisted of 
a 14% increase in intellectual self-understanding and a 19% increase in emotional self­
control. Over the course of analysis, Artie's relationship conflicts appeared to decrease 
as his understanding of himself and others and his emotional self-control increased.
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Participant 2. Trov
Troy, the second most improved participant on the Mastery Scale was a twenty- 
two year old post-graduate student of philosophy. He attended treatment three or four 
times a week, for two years. Troy's relative frequency distribution of Mastery Scale 




1A 1B 1C 1D 2E 2F 2G 2H 2I 3J 3K 3L 4M 4N 40 4P 5Q 5R 5S 5T 6U 6V 6W
Mastery Scale Categories
Figure 4.2 Troy’s Relative Frequency Distribution of Mastery Scale Categories
The early phase of analysis was characterised by Troy’s references to suffering 
over relationship difficulties with peers, university professors and family (2E). This 
contrasts with the end phase of therapy, when narratives indicated increased levels of 
enjoyment from interpersonal relationship (5S), and increased self-analysis (6W).
Troy's end phase narratives expressed increased insight in relating, and improved 
relational functioning (5Q-5T). He identified anxiety antecedents as contradictory 
desires and emotions and developed new ways of emotionally responding to anxiety 
triggers (6V). These new patterns appeared to improve Troy's emotional self-control 
over relationship conflicts (6U). Over the course of treatment, Troy made an 
outstanding gain of fifty-two percent (52%) comprised of an increased intellectual self­
understanding (21%) and emotional self-control (32%).
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Participant 3. Quoit
Quoit, a married female patient, was the third most improved on the Mastery 
Scale. Quoit presented suffering from feelings of dependency and interpersonal 
inadequacy (2E) which markedly improved by the end of therapy. Quoit’s relative 
frequency distribution of Mastery Scale scores, across 23 categories of the scale 1A-6W 
is presented in Fig. 4.3
Participant 3 Quoit
□  Beginning 
BEnd
Mastery Scale Category
Figure 4.3 Quoit’s Relative Frequency Distribution of Mastery Scale Categories
In the end phase of analysis, Quoit referred to feelings of inadequacy 
approximately two thirds less often than in the early phase. Fears and anxieties about 
others' negative judgements subsided, as Quoit increased her consideration of others' 
points of view (4N). Cognitive confusion (3J) increased in this period. However, by 
the end phase of analysis Quoit, who early in treatment reported that “I  always fe e l I  
have to criticise som eone before I  can accept them as a fr ien d  I  have to f in d  something  
wrong with th em ” (2F) appeared more aware of interpersonal relations (5Q, 5T). 
Quoit’s self-understanding and self-control in relationship conflicts, improved by 
approximately twenty-five percent (25%). In particular, self-analysis (6W) increased 
and in conjunction with improved interpersonal relationship (5S), this was clearly the 
outstanding gain of the end phase of treatment, and the overall analysis.
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Participant 4. Gerta
The fourth most improved participant was Gerta, a married woman in her late 
thirties, with three young children. Gerta attended analysis several times a week for 
three years. She began treatment debating whether anything could help her overcome 
her problems with people, saying that she had "no place to turn" (2E). The beginning 
phase of therapy was characterised by reports of anxiety in social settings. Gerta's 
greatest difficulty was that she felt "very nervous and scared to go som ewhere" and 
preferred to withdraw from social events. Gerta's therapy narratives outlined that she 
cried and vomited if she had to go out socially. The outstanding gain of treatment was 
that Gerta reported considerable improvement in this presenting problem. Gerta's 
relative frequency distribution of Mastery Scale scores, across 23 categories of the scale 
1A-6W is presented in Figure 4.4
Participant 4 Gerta
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Figure 4.4 Gerta's Relative Frequency Distribution of Mastery Scale Categories
Gerta's early analysis was characterised by repeated references to suffering (2E) 
that she attributed to her father's criticism (2G). In relation to her therapist, Gerta 
reported fears of being "hollered at" and was afraid of being criticised or admonished. 
Her suffering abated in the middle phase of therapy, which was characterised by high 
levels of self-assertion (4P).
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In the middle and end phases, Gerta referred to standing up to her father (4P) and 
reported awareness of her previous efforts to avoid doing so as a new insight (5T). By 
the end of analysis, her perception of being criticised by others (2G) decreased by 
seventy-five percent. Over the course of treatment, Gerta's self-understanding and self­
control improved by nearly twenty-percent. The main treatment gain appeared in 
Gerta's improved self-assertion. Confidence gained through increased self­
understanding, new patterns of emotional responding and increased self-control, appear 
to have contributed to change in the presenting problem: ‘7 can n ow  g o  a n d  have  ic e ­
c re a m  o r  som eth in g , n o w  that's w hat, w h a t I  rea lly  w a n t” (going out for ice-cream with 
her husband).
The Four Participants Least Improved by the End Phase of Psychoanalysis
The four participants least improved on the Mastery Scale by the end phase of 
psychoanalysis were Ken, Sue, Victor, and Kim.
5. The fourth least improved participant was Ken (Figure 4.5), whose Mastery Scale 
scores ranked fourteenth. Ken’s Success Satisfaction & Improvement (SSI) ratings 
ranked tenth in the sample. His early GAF scores were in the average range.
6. The third least improved was Sue (Figure 4.6) whose SSI ratings ranked sixteenth 
early GAF scores were in the low range. Sue’s Mastery Scale scores ranked 
fifteenth.
7. The second least improved was Victor (Figure 4.7) who ranked fifteenth on the SSI 
and whose Mastery Scale scores ranked sixteenth. Early GAF scores were in the 
average range.
8. The least improved participant in the sample was Kim (Figure 4.8), whose SSI 
ranked eleventh, and whose Mastery Scale scores ranked seventeenth. Early GAF 
scores were in the very low range of global functioning.
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Participant 14. Ken
Ken's relative frequency distribution of Mastery Scale scores, across 23 
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Figure 4.5 Ken’s Relative Frequency Distribution of Mastery Scale Categories
Ken, a young man in his early thirties, attended analysis four times a week for 
five years. In the beginning narratives, Ken spoke of suffering (2E) over relationship 
difficulties with his father and brother. He complained “my brother was systematically  
destroying me, cutting m y balls o f f  and nobody ca red ” (2G). He experienced his father 
as rejecting and interrupting of his relationship with his mother: “a beautiful blissful 
rom ance and  then m y fa th e r  comes along and now he has her and I'm  pushed out. He 
didn 't w ant me a ro u n d ” (2G).
A pattern of feeling uncared for and blaming others characterised the beginning 
and end phase of treatment, despite improvement in the middle phase. Ken outlined 
that his life was pervaded by feelings of hostility. This did not improve over the course 
of treatment, with references to aggressive negative feelings about others (2F) more 
than doubling by the end of therapy. He described “an ultra feeling  o f  ambivalence (to 
relationship), o f  really being consum ed with rage and hostility. There was ju s t  no outlet 
f o r  me. I t seem s im possible to really work these fee lings out. Nobody ca res”. The 
relationship between Ken and his analyst was also characterised by negativity. Ken
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accused his therapist of doing nothing, like his mother did nothing. The analyst replied 
that Ken would rather punish him (the analyst) than do analysis and repudiated him 
saying “y o u  a re  s c re w in g  y o u r s e lf  ”.
Ken s enjoyment of interpersonal relationship (5S) increased over the course of 
analysis, possibly due to increased intermittent, casual relationships. Making dynamic 
links between past and present relationship difficulties (5R) improved and insight into 
interpersonal relations (5T) improved to some extent. However, Ken appeared unable 
to develop new emotional responses to conflict (6V). His perception of negative 
judgement from others (2G) decreased marginally, but an entrenched pattern of blaming 
others appeared to constrict efforts to gain emotional self-control (-1%). Feelings of 
ambivalence and hostility in relationships did not appear to improve. Progress with this 
pervasive relationship pattern did not feature in middle, or end phase narratives, despite 
persistent questioning of the reactions of self (40) prompted by the analyst, in the 
middle phase and improved self-understanding by the end phase of treatment (+9%). 
Participant 15, Sue
Sue's scores on the Mastery Scale were the third least improved in the sample. 
Sue, a thirty-one year old woman, reported that she came to analysis, amongst other 
reasons, because she wanted to have more successful relationships. She had been 
trying to complete her university thesis for several years and described her anxieties as 
debilitating. Sue attended analysis three to four times a week for three years. In the 
beginning phase, she suffered with (2E) feelings of inadequacy and fear of negative 
judgement from others (2G). These perceptions decreased slightly in the end phase, but 
characterised Sue's report of relationship over the course of analysis. Increased self­
questioning (40) and consideration of other's point of view (4N) were strong gains of 
the middle phase of treatment, but were not sustained in the final phase.
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Sue's relative frequency distribution of Mastery Scale scores, across 23 categories 
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Figure 4.6 Sue's Relative Frequency Distribution of Mastery Scale Categories
In the early phase of analysis, Sue's narratives outlined childhood relational 
patterns: “as a child  I  fe l t  grasping, feelingless and friendless, a cause and effect, ye t 1 
w anted fr ien d s  and well, I  wanted to be the one fina lly  in control (but) I  would lose my 
connection with fr ien d s  unless I  could enumerate them ”. Awareness of this (5R) 
decreased in middle and end phase transcripts, however. Enjoyment from interpersonal 
relationship (5S), which improved in the middle phase, also decreased in end phase 
narratives. Sue’s self-understanding did not appear to improve and self-control (-1%) 
showed slight negative change over the phases of treatment. A pattern of entrenched 
mistrust and suspicion marked her relationship life and also characterised the 
transference. Sue experienced the analyst as insincere and manipulating, as part of an 
ulterior motive.
In an end phase session the analyst observed: “you're (Sue) free r  when there is a 
rule you can defy than when there is the possib ility fo r  negotia tion”. Sue replied, “yes, 
the last escape hatch fro m  it being you and m e ”. Sue's end phase treatment evaluation: 
“it hasn't m ade any difference except that I  w asn't experiencing anxiety anymore. I  still 
don 't fe e l  that I  can accom plish anything and I  fe e l  thwarted and associated with this is
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anger that why should  I  fe e l  that w a y”. Sue's analysis does not show an in depth 
exploration of the conflict between wanting intimate relationship and a deep mistrust of 
others. In one of the late phase sessions, Sue summarily reported “th ere’s a conflict 
between two things. I  fe e l  very drawn to you  (the analyst) but it's not comfortable. You 
m ight say th ere ’s a certain am ount o f  m anipulation that I  would naturally do ”. 
Participant 16, Victor
Victor, the second least improved participant on the Mastery Scale was a young 
man in his early thirties, who divorced during the treatment period. He attended 
psychoanalysis three times a week, for four years. In the end phase of therapy, Victor's 
interpersonal relationship pattern was characterised by suffering and withdrawal from 
relationship (2H). Feelings of helplessness (21) and cognitive confusion (3J) both 
worsened in this end phase of treatment. Victor's relative frequency distribution of 
Mastery Scale scores, across 23 categories of the scale 1A-6W is presented in Figure 
4.7
Figure 4.7 Victor’s Relative Frequency Distribution of Mastery Scale Categories
Victor had made gains in the middle phase, with improvements in ambivalence 
(3K), consideration of the other's view (4N), increased insight (5T) and self-assertion 
(4P). The middle phase of treatment held considerable promise for change. However, 
these gains were not sustained. Victor's enjoyment of relationship (5S) was unchanged
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and emotional self-control over conflict (6U) did not improve. Relationships were 
infused with reactions to perceptions of criticism (2G). This pattern was also expressed 
in the transference. From initial to end phase sessions, Victor accused his analyst of 
lacking neutrality, being undermining (2G) and biased against him. Victor's self­
understanding did not improve. His self-control increased only marginally by one 
percent (1%), whilst suffering associated with pervasive paranoia increased 
considerably. A perception of negativity from others typified Victor’s relationship life 
throughout the course of treatment.
Participant 17. Kim
Kim, the least improved on the Mastery Scale was a 22year old male student who 
had four sessions of analysis per week, for five years. Kim's relationship life was 
typified by “continually thm king nobody cares fo r  me, nobody gives a damn about 
m e ”. Kim's relative frequency distribution of Mastery Scale scores, across 23 
categories of the scale 1A-6W is presented in Figure 4.8
Participant 17 Kim
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Figure 4.8 Kim’s Relative Frequency Distribution of Mastery Scale Categories
Perceptions of being criticised (2G) increased over the course of treatment, as did 
negative feelings toward family and friends (2F). This pattern also typified the 
transference. Kim did not believe his analyst was interested in him. During the 
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in te re s t I  th ink: w h a t's  w ro n g  w ith  th em ? It's o b v io u s ly  a  s ign  o f  w e a k n e s s ”. Kim's 
father died when he was very young: “b e fo re  he d ie d  I  f e l t  p r o te c te d  a n d  s h ie ld e d ”. 
Kim’s analyst interpreted this saying “y o u  f e l t  c h o p p e d  d o w n  b y  the lo ss  o f  y o u r  fa th e r  
a n d  y o u  a re  c o n v in c e d  th a t the sa m e th ing  w ill  h appen  a g a in ” . Kim replied, “y e s  I  
e x p e c t B . to  b e  a s  c r it ic a l o f  m e a s  I  am  o f  him . It's d iff icu lt to  sum m on the re so u rce s  to  
d e fe n d  m y s e lf  a n d  k eep  a  h igh  o p in io n  o f  m y s e lf” .
The middle phase of analysis showed Ken’s persistence (3L) with increased 
questioning (4M). However, insight into repeating relationship patterns (5Q) decreased 
in this period and did not recover. Similarly, evidence of awareness in relationship (5T) 
increased, but this was not sustained through to the end of treatment. Kim felt 
manipulated and criticised by his analyst and questioned his competence. His 
enjoyment from relationship (5S) deteriorated over the course of therapy. He described 
his connection with others as a desire to impress, or as fulfilment of duty. Self­
understanding (-18%) and self-control (+4%) decreased by fourteen-percent (14%) 
during the course of therapy.
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Chapter 5 Discussion
To what degree and in what way does patient mastery of interpersonal 
relationship conflict change from the beginning to the middle and end phases of 
psychoanalysis?
The current study aimed to quantify changes in patient mastery of interpersonal 
relationship conflict over the phases of psychoanalysis. Participants showed an overall 
moderate improvement in interpersonal relationship functioning as their relationship 
conflicts became less pervasive over the phases of analysis. Results showed that 82% 
of participants improved their mastery of interpersonal relationship conflict, ranging 
from moderate to high improvement, over the course of psychoanalytic treatment. This 
result supports Smith et al’s., (1980) finding that psychotherapy is effective for 80% of 
patients who show moderate to high level improvement compared to placebo or no 
treatment. On average, participants in the current study demonstrated a moderate 
increase in mastery of interpersonal relationship conflict of thirteen percent (12.5%).
Findings from the current work showed high variation in progress between most 
and least improved participants. The four participants with most successful outcomes 
showed a high level of improved mastery of interpersonal relationship conflict. In 
contrast, the four least improved participants showed negligible, or no improvement in 
relationship conflict, or slightly deteriorated mastery of relationship conflict.
The large variation in progress between the most and least improved was 
accompanied by large individual differences in participants’ patterns of change. The 
importance of responding to specific problems within the unique context of each patient 
(Barkham et al., 1993) was highlighted by the results of the current study. The four 
most improved participants', twenty-four percent (24%) of the sample, residual gain in 
mastery of relationship conflict was clustered above 1.0. The mean Mastery Scale
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score for the four most improved participants Artie, Troy, Quoit and Gerta at the 
beginning phase of psychoanalysis was 2.83 and this rose to 4.12 in the end phase of 
treatment, with a large effect size of 1.08.
The profile of the most improved participant of this group Artie, shares some 
characteristics in common with the majority of participants in the sample. Artie’s early 
GAF score was the lowest in the sample. His features of repeating personality patterns 
interrupted all spheres of his life. This level of personality and relationship difficulty 
was common to the majority of participants in the study. Participant narratives showed 
a disturbance in relationship to the self and repeating personality features of either 
passive or direct aggression toward self or others. Artie showed a pattern of introjected 
aggression and hostility towards self, as well as passive projection of aggression onto 
others, with severe consequences for his relationship life.
Artie saw himself as an impotent person in the face of post Second World War 
forces. He primarily identified as “meek” man, a failure in business, family relations 
and in his relationship with his wife. This pattern changed as he worked through his 
problems with his therapist, his relationship to self and his interpersonal relationship 
with his wife, children and business associates improved.
Artie’s repeating problems showed tendencies toward perfectionism, self­
criticism, and introjection. He was one of eleven (11) participants in the study 
characterised by these difficulties. Several participants reported during treatment that 
therapy lessened their anxiety and depression surrounding these problems. Sue, one of 
the less improved participants in the study, reported decreased anxiety resulting from 
analysis (please see page 56). This result supports earlier studies (Blatt, Quinlan, 
Pilkonis and Shea, 1995) which found depressed patients with perfectionistic, self­
critical, introjective patterns of relating to the self, responded well to psychoanalysis 
and psychoanalytically oriented psychotherapy.
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In contrast, the three least improved participants' residual gains in mastery were 
clustered around small negative residual changes. The mean Mastery Scale score for 
these four least improved participants at the beginning phase was 3.29 and this fell to 
3.19 in the end phase of treatment, with essentially a zero effect size (-1.08). Three 
participants Sue, Victor and Kim showed marginal deterioration in mastery of 
interpersonal relationship conflict by the end of treatment.
Kim, the least improved participant in the study with the most severe infusion of 
mental aggression and hostility into behavioural life, showed deterioration in 
relationship functioning with others and in the transference with his analyst, with a 
large composite negative change in interpersonal self-understanding of minus eighteen 
percent (-18%) and a small increase in emotional self-control (+4%).
Sue showed no change in her level of self-understanding and a small negative 
change (-1%) in her level of emotional self-control. Victor similarly showed no 
improvement in self-understanding and a small change (+1%) in his level of emotional 
self-control. These three participants’ very low, or negative composite changes in self­
understanding and self-control, corresponded with marginally worse mastery of 
interpersonal conflict over the course of treatment.
What differentiates their path from Artie’s, or the path of the majority of 
participants who improved? The first major difference between successful and 
unsuccessful outcomes was that participants with more positive results were 
characterised by greater gains in emotional self-control over the course of treatment. 
Examination of the mastery components of intellectual self-understanding (Mastery 
Scale, level 5) and emotional self-control (level 6), showed that gains in these 
components increased by an average of thirteen percent (12.5%). However, the four 
participants most improved in mastery of interpersonal relationship conflict showed a 
range of improvement in self-understanding and self-control substantially higher at
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nineteen (19%) to fifty-two percent (52%). In contrast, the four least improved 
participants showed a range of eight percent (8%) improvement, to minus fourteen 
percent (-14%) deterioration.
Participants' change in intellectual self-understanding approximated only half the 
change in emotional self-control for this patient sample. This finding suggests that the 
affective component of insight was more important for participant progress than the 
intellectual or cognitive component. This result supports Gelso et al.’s, (1997) finding 
that emotional insight was an important curative factor in psychotherapeutic change. 
Despite the theoretical view, that the greater the level of intellectual self-understanding 
or insight, the greater the success of psychotherapy, this tenet was not supported by the 
current work.
The results of the current study suggest that intellectual self-understanding or 
insight is not sufficient for change, and that emotional self-control is important in the 
resolution of conflict in the transference template and other relationships for this patient 
sample. This finding supports Gelso, Charles, Hill, Mohr, Rochlen & Zack, (1999) and 
Grenyer (2002) who specified that interpersonal, emotional self-control is particularly 
important in the resolution of the conflictual transference template.
The second most salient characteristic of participants with moderate or higher 
levels of mastery of interpersonal conflict was a “good fit” or “match” between patient 
and therapist. Participants with a positive transference relationship with the therapist in 
the end phase of treatment appeared to generalise their improved relationship 
functioning to interpersonal, professional and other spheres. Conversely, participants 
with a negative transference relationship in the end phase analysis appeared unable to 
improve their interpersonal relationship functioning in therapy, or in other spheres of 
functioning. Narratives of these participants’ problems in the transference relationship 
show an occasional example of a therapist’s inability to deal with a patient’s difficult
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transference pattern. The therapist who repudiated his patient’s complaints about him 
saymg “y o u  a re  sc re w in g  you rse lf, ” illustrated this type of poor “fit” between therapist 
and patient in a difficult transference and counter-transference interaction.
On the opposite end of this continuum, results from the study of this patient 
sample, suggest that emotional self-control and a positive transference relationship 
between patient and therapist were the two most important factors contributing to 
participants’ successful outcomes. The more successful participants in the study 
appeared to work through and resolve affect-laden transference distortion in the 
transference template. Self-understanding (intellectual insight) appeared adjunctive 
toward this end. However, emotional self-control was relatively more important than 
intellectual insight for these patients’ successful outcomes in the transference 
relationship and overall relationship outcomes.
In contrast, the least successful participants appeared to reject their therapist's 
input and in the case of Sue, Victor and Kim, railed against the analyst. Narratives 
from transcripts of least successful participants were characterised by transferential 
conflict in the end phase of treatment. These least improved patients showed relatively 
low or negative change in self-understanding and self-control in dealing with their 
relationship conflicts over the course of analysis. Treatment implications are discussed 
in Recommendations for Further Research later in this chapter.
Do changes in mastery relate to changes in the patients' global psychiatric 
severity status, such as ratings of changes in psychological health-sickness?
The current study of mastery of relationship conflict in psychoanalysis found that 
end phase Mastery Scale scores related to changes in patients' global psychiatric 
severity status, such as ratings of change of psychological health-sickness (Health- 
Sickness Rating Scale, HSRS) and other outcome measures.
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This finding supports previous study of the mastery of relationship conflict, 
which also found that mastery was related to changes in patients' global psychiatric 
severity status (Luborsky, Diguer, Luborsky, McLellan, Woody & Alexander, 1993). 
In the current study, mastery scores for the end phase of analysis correlate significantly 
with the following outcome measures: Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF), 
Health-Sickness Rating Scale-Global (HSRS-Global), and Health-Sickness Rating 
Scale-7 (HSRS-7).
Mastery was significantly related to end phase treatment changes in these 
dimensions of psychological health-sickness. Residual gains in these measures also 
correlate significantly with each other in the early and late phases of analysis. Residual 
gains in Mastery Scale scores from the beginning and middle phases of psychoanalysis 
did not correlate significantly with residual gains in GAF, HSRS-Global, or HSRS-7.
What is the path of change in mastery of interpersonal relationship conflict over 
the phases of psychoanalysis? Does improvement progress continuously over 
the phases of therapy, or is there sharp immediate improvement, followed by 
progress at a slower rate, until termination? What is the shape of change over 
the phases of treatment?
Results from the current study into the path of change over the phases of 
psychoanalysis, parallel Barkham et al.’s, (1993) finding that there is a diversity of 
change routes in successful therapy outcomes. Howard et al.’s, (1986) findings on 
sharp improvement, followed by a progress plateau and O’Connor et al.’s, (1994) 
finding on curved paths of change were also supported by the current study’s results.
Participant paths of progress from the current work are presented as illustrations 
of trends in the research literature. Six (6) participants, thirty-five percent (35%) of the 
sample, including Artie, the most improved on the Mastery Scale, showed relatively
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consistent development of mastery throughout the phases of analysis. These 
participants’ paths approximated linear progress, with relatively consistent change over 
early, middle and end treatment sessions. Artie’s progress was characteristic of this 
group of thirty-five percent (35%). The most improved participants in the sample 
showed this linear pattern of consistent change over each phase of treatment. Barkham 
et al., (1993) found seventy-two (72%) percent linearity, compared to thirty-five 
percent (35%) in the current study, who approximated linear improvement in mastery 
over the phases of treatment.
The next four (4) most improved participants, twenty-four percent (24%) of the 
sample, substantiated Howard et al.'s (1986) finding of sharp improvement in the early 
phase of treatment, followed by continuing improvement at a slower rate, until 
termination. This result showed immediate mastery gains in the early phase of 
treatment, followed by steady improvement at a slower rate until termination. In 
contrast, one participant’s improvement occurred primarily in the end phase of analysis. 
The remaining seven (7) participants, forty-one percent (41%) of the sample, showed 
O'Connor et al.’s (1994) "U" and inverted "A" shaped paths of progress and were in the 
bottom half of the sample’s improvement in Mastery Scale scores and other outcome 
measures.
Participants with inverted "A" shaped paths of change (Kim, Victor and Sue) were 
least improved in the sample. These three participants showed deterioration in mastery 
scores following unresolved conflict in relationships, from which they appeared unable 
to recover. Following an initial period of improvement, the middle phase of therapy 
was characterised by deterioration in transferential and other relationships as illustrated 
in the inverted "A" shaped paths of progress, described by O’Connor et al. (1994) as a 
negative change in the rate of change. This finding was in contrast to Barkham et al.'s, 
(1 9 9 3 ) results, in which curvilinearity was not related to outcome. In the current study,
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eighteen percent (18%) of participants showed an inverted "A" shaped path of change, 
compared to 9.5% in the Barkham et al., (1993) study. Twenty-four (24%) of 
participants in the current study showed a "U" shaped path of progress, compared to 
18.8%, in the Barkham et al., (1993) findings.
What is the ratio of scoreable relationship conflict material to unscoreable 
material in transcripts of participants in the current study of psychoanalysis?
Investigation of the ratio of relationship conflict in psychoanalytic participants’ 
transcripts showed that patient change in mastery of interpersonal conflict was not a 
function of how much verbal material was presented in therapy. This was a new 
finding, as the relationship between patient outcomes and how much verbal material 
was presented in the therapy hour has not previously been assessed. Results showed no 
relationship between the ratio of scoreable to unscoreable clauses found in relationship 
conflict narratives and mastery scores, or any other outcome measure, at any phase of 
analysis. Scoreable clauses from transcripts of patients in analysis ranged from thirty- 
one (31%) to fifty-three percent (53%) of all patient clauses. The variation in scoreable 
clause ratios between patients undergoing analysis was not related to how well the 
patient progressed in treatment.
This finding indicates that the quantity of verbal material presented in therapy 
was not a function of change over more successful and less successful psychoanalysis. 
Further investigation is needed to ascertain the value of how much verbal material is 
presented by the patient over the course of therapy.
What is the significance of changes in mastery for specific patient problems 
such as personality disorder?
The sample of seventeen (17) participants was characterised by long-term 
personality and relationship problems associated with chronic and pervasive patterns of
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psychological ill health. The grouping of participant features according to structural 
levels of personality organisation and symptom-descriptive features of personality 
disorder was performed by two trained clinicians. All seventeen (17) participants met 
the criteria for personality disorder (DSM IV, American Psychiatric Association, 1994). 
As these criteria were not available at the time of patient recruitment in most cases and 
are applied in lieu of assessment at that time, results are framed in terms of personality 
features.
The current study found that changes in mastery were influenced by specific 
features of patients’ repeating personality patterns associated with personality disorder. 
All seventeen participants showed narcissistic wounds of the self, with repeating 
personality patterns featuring direct and indirect expressions of aggression in 
relationship to self and others. Participants with less direct or inwardly turned 
aggressive features in relationship to self, or passive expressions toward others (N=ll) 
made more gains in mastery of relationship conflict over the course of treatment. 
Participants with directly aggressive features in relationship (N=6)) made less gain in 
mastery of relationship conflict by the end of treatment. These participants' narratives 
were characterised by hostility and aggression in behavioural and relationship life. The 
participants with more severe features of repeating personality patterns, considered to 
be personality disordered by today’s assessment criteria, had less gain in interpersonal 
relationship mastery, than participants with relatively less severe features of repeating 
personality patterns. These participants with less direct, inwardly turned aggressive 
features in relationship to self, or passively aggressive expressions toward others 
(N=ll) made more gains in mastery of interpersonal relationship conflict over the
course of treatment.
A case in point, the aggressive features of Artie’s repeating personality patterns 
were mostly passive and inwardly turned as harmful obsessions. In today’s context, it
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is likely that Artie’s recurrent fears of hurting his child would be considered as a 
reliable symptom of an Obsessive-Compulsive, Axis I Disorder, with an Axis II 
Obsessive Personality Disorder (DSM IV, American Psychiatric Association, 1994). 
All participants in the study showed high levels of narcissistic wounding with serious 
personality problems. Retrospective assessment of the features of personality patterns 
showed Axis II disorder was relevant to all participants. However, as assessment of 
personality disorder was not available at the time of recruitment, the current study 
predominantly frames participant personality and relationship problems as features of 
repeating personality patterns.
In direct contrast, participants with relatively less severe features of repeating 
personality patterns including dependent, obsessional and avoidant features showed less 
serious DSM disorder subtypes of personality disorder features (DSM IV, American 
Psychiatric Association, 1994). This group (N =11) showed the most improvement in 
residual change mastery of relationship conflict by the end of treatment. The features 
described by DSM IV could be seen in Artie’s example, as a compensation for passivity 
in the face of large personal and social forces. Early in analysis, Artie outlined 
irrational fears of others, whom he imagined as demonic, likely as a passive projection 
of his own aggression. Despite his severe symptoms in familial relationships, Artie 
overcame his obsessional fears of hurting his child and other obsessional interpersonal 
concerns with his wife.
Artie’s narratives showed a relatively higher level of personality organisation 
from a structural-dimensional view of personality organisation (Kernberg, 1984). This 
was in contrast to Victor, Sue and Kim. Kernberg’s (1984) analysis predicts that 
patients with lower structural levels of personality organisation require more intensive 
and longer treatment to effect positive change in psychotherapy. This was relevant to
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several participants, in particular Victor, Sue and Kim whose relationship conflict 
slightly deteriorated over the phases of therapy. In summary, the current study showed 
that psychoanalysis helped participants moderately improve mastery over their 
relationship conflicts and that these gains were more marked for patients with less 
severe features of personality disorders.
Conclusion
1. The current study confirmed the tenet, that as patients improve in 
psychoanalysis, mastery increases and relationship conflicts decrease. The overall 
result from examination of the progress of this psychoanalytic treatment group showed 
that participants displayed a moderate increase in mastery of interpersonal relationship 
conflict by the end of therapy. Content analysis of participants’ verbatim transcripts 
using the Mastery Scale showed significant differences between beginning and end 
phase treatment scores. The mean change in Mastery Scale scores across the seventeen 
participants from early to late sessions of psychoanalysis was significant at .4 with a 
moderate effect size of .42.
2. The current study found that end phase Mastery Scale scores related to changes 
in patients' global psychiatric severity status, such as ratings of change of psychological 
health-sickness (HSRS) an important global outcome measure in psychological 
functioning and other outcome measures such as Global Assessment of Functioning 
(GAF) scores.
3. Participant shapes of change in the current study showed thirty five percent 
(35%) six participants, including the three most improved in mastering relationship 
conflict, showed relatively consistent or linear change over the phases of 
psychoanalysis. Four participants showed sharp, immediate mastery gains in the early 
phase of treatment, followed by steady improvement at a slower rate until termination
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(Howard et al., 1986). Four participants showed “U” shaped curves of change over the 
phases of treatment. The three least improved participants' paths of progress showed 
inverted "A" shapes, described by O'Connor et al., (1994) as a negative change in the 
rate of change.
In contrast to Barkham et al.'s (1993) finding in which curvilinearity did not 
correlate with outcome, participants with "U", or inverted "A" shaped paths of change in 
the current study were in the lower half of the sample’s improvement on the Mastery 
Scale and other outcome measures. Participants with inverted "A" shaped paths of 
change (Kim, Victor and Sue) showed deterioration in relationship to others and in the 
transferential relationship and appeared unable to sustain improvement. Tracing patient 
paths of change using the components of mastery elucidated how theses patients did not 
benefit from the transference relationship, particularly in the end treatment phase.
4. Investigation of the ratio of scoreable to unscoreable clauses in psychoanalytic 
participant transcripts showed that patient change in mastery of interpersonal conflict 
was not a function of how much verbal material was presented in therapy. This was a 
new finding, as a measure of how much verbal material was presented by the patient in 
the therapeutic hour has not previously been investigated. Results showed no 
relationship between the ratio of scoreable to unscoreable clauses and mastery scores, 
or any other outcome measure, at any phase of analysis.
5. The current study showed that psychoanalysis helped participants moderately 
improve mastery over their relationship conflicts and that these gains were more 
marked for patients with less severe features of personality and relationship difficulties, 
which would today be classified as personality disorders.
The present work made several contributions to the field of psychodynamic 
psychotherapy research in the following ways. The Mastery Scale's sensitivity to 
changes in relationship functioning provided an opportunity to investigate the efficacy
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of long-term psychoanalytic treatment. Gains from medium term therapy not 
maintained at follow-up (Shea et al., 1992), suggests the need for research into longer- 
term treatment. Research into the efficacy of long-term treatment has been 
recommended in recent studies of medium term therapy (Leichsenring, 2001). The 
current study has contributed to the investigation of the efficacy of long-term therapy 
and the functioning of the personality. It has contributed new research on the process 
and outcome of psychoanalysis, to the small pool of long-term dynamic psychotherapy 
research and facilitated an exploration of the impact of psychoanalysis on personality 
functioning over a medium, to long-term time frame. The study also adds value to the 
international research pool of direct measurement research, coordinated through Centre 
for Psychotherapy Treatment Research, Pennsylvania State University.
Results of research into psychoanalysis as the basis of psychodynamic therapy 
were expected to show high efficacy. However, outcomes from the current work were 
similar to those of shorter term dynamic treatments (Messer & Warren, 1995). Large 
individual differences in the pattern of change confirmed the importance of tailoring 
treatment to specific populations (Gabbard, 1990) and the need to specifically respond 
to the unique context of each individual (Barkham et al., 1993). The study of mastery 
contributes to this response. It provides a window to progress so that interventions can 
be better tailored to the patient’s level of relationship ability. Patients in general benefit 
from tailoring interventions onto the most helpful predictors of improvement (Barkham 
et al., 1993; Horowitz, Gabbard, Allen, Frieswyk, Newsom, Colson & Coyne, 1996; 
Howard, Leuger, Maling, & Martinovich, 1993; Howard, Moras, Brill, Martinovich & 
Lutz, 1996). This involves exploring sources of self-understanding and particularly 
self-control and tailoring interventions to increase these components of improvement 
(Grenyer, 2002). This is best facilitated by a positive patient-therapist match.
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Limitations
The research yield from the current study was impeded by several difficulties. 
The absence of manualised treatment presented a research concern. Therapists in the 
study used non-standardised interpretation of psychoanalytic techniques, making it 
difficult to generalise the findings from their work to other therapists. In addition, 
participants were drawn from psychoanalytic treatment sites around the world and 
psychoanalytic practice variations in different cultural settings could not be addressed. 
Each case was idiosyncratic, which was true to the psychoanalytic tradition of 
individual differences in personality development and expression. However, this makes 
the task of generalisation to other samples more difficult. All participants in the study 
were found to be suffering from features of personality disorder hence the sample was 
comprised of a heterogeneous diagnosis and type of treatment.
The limited size of the sample was another impediment in the study. Statistical 
power was limited by the small sample size and this restricted more in depth statistical 
analysis. Because the sample size resulted in an underpowered study, individual 
patients’ progress was examined for trends found in the literature. The study’s design 
was limited by the sample size in that trends could only be analysed using the results of 
13 (for whom there were beginning, middle, end sessions) or 17 participants (for whom 
there were beginning and end sessions).
Small sample collection presented another concern. Ten (10) sessions were 
collected from an average of five hundred and seventy-six (576) sessions per patient. 
On average, this represented less than two percent (2%) of all treatment sessions 
conducted. Two final research concerns were the dependence on observer rated 
measures and the use of an unvalidated assessment of personality disorder. All 
outcome measures used in the study were based on observer ratings of change. The
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absence of patient ratings of improvement was a concern that could not be 
retrospectively addressed. In addition, the use of an unvalidated assessment of 
personality disorder, whilst clinically advantageous, added a further research limitation.
Findings from this psychoanalytic sample of participants suffering from features 
of a range of features of personality disorders showed that patients moderately 
improved their mastery of interpersonal relationship conflict by the end of treatment in 
psychoanalysis. These gains were more marked for participants with less severe 
features of personality disorder. Findings from the current study emphasise the value of 
the mastery components of intellectual self-understanding and emotional self-control. 
Emotional self-control was highlighted as particularly important in the mastery of 
conflicts in interpersonal relationship over the course of psychoanalysis for this patient 
sample.
Recommendations for Further Research
Results of the current study into changes in interpersonal relationship conflict 
indicate that further research into the efficacy of psychoanalysis is warranted. Further 
research needs to systematically examine larger sized data sets. A larger sample size 
would facilitate more detailed assessment of change variables. A research development 
of the current work would be tracking variables of change in personality functioning on 
a session to session basis, as part of measuring overall treatment outcomes.
Data from the current sample’s early and middle sessions, but particularly 
middle sessions (13 participants), were predictive of end phase outcomes, except for 
outcomes of participants with more severe features of personality disorder. Predictably, 
participants who developed a more positive transference by the end phase of treatment 
made better gains in interpersonal relationship conflict. Emotional self-control was 
shown to be an important element of this improvement. This has implications for short 
and long term psychodynamic treatment.
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Participants with improved emotional self-control showed better overall gains. 
Long and short term treatment would likely benefit from assessment and treatment 
planning to target problems of emotional self-control as necessary to avoid transference 
rupture. Psychodynamic treatment research programs are currently investigating the 
efficacy of psychodynamic treatment for affect regulation disorders.
Participants with a more positive transference relationship, or a “good fit” 
between patient and therapist also showed better gains, notably in improved emotional 
self-control. Was this because the transference provided a container in which this 
element could be fostered, or does the emotional support of the positive transference 
relationship decrease the need for emotional self-control? Further research into 
fostering a “good fitting” positive transference relationship and the development of 
emotional self-control is recommended from the results of the current study.
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